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TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK—Teacher Appreciation Week is being observed this week at 
Murray Middle School.
Gifts from students to teachers include potted plants, donuts, fruit baskets, and cakes, which were
 presented today. Here,
Tommy Wagnar presents his fifth grade teacher, Mrs. Lulabelle Hodges, with a cake. Tommy is fifth grade 
student council
representative at the Middle School, The event is sponsored by the Murray Middle School P. T. 0.,
 and is being done with
'the cooperation of parents andNtudents.
Start Photo by Daytcl Hill
One Section - 16 Pages
Council Adopts 'Mission'
Statements For Schools
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky Council op Public Higher
Education has adopted "mission"
statements defining what part each of
the eight state universities should play
in Kentucky's higher education system.
The statements, adopted Wednesday,
are intended to let the council deter-
mine what programs each school will
offer and what funding each school will
receive. .
The commonwealth cannot afford to
have_ every university ,be all things to
all people," the council said in a booklet
containing the statements.
The group approved an amended
statement for the University of
Louisville, emphasizing that the school
-.shall be a major state universit?' and
will "share with the University on
Kentucky a statewide mission in
medicine, dentistry, law and the urban
affair;"."'
U of L officials earlier objected to a
draft statement indicating that, except
in medicine, dentistry and law, the
school's programs would be mainly for
-JefferSori County.
When the amended statement —
agreed to by U of I. President James
Miller and UK President Otis
Singletary — was approved, Woodford
Porter, chairman of the U of L board of
trustees, told the council the school
does "not want to be a gigantic hog at
the trough of public funds.
-We are appealing to you that you
give serious consideration to letting the
University of Louisville develop the
way it ought to," Porter said, "and with_
this amendment we believe we are
going to be given that chance."
Miller told the group, "We look.
forward to Improved funding . . we
expect ta be treated fairly. I don't think
the going is going to be vet, easy, in the
future.
"There are mixed feelings when I say
I support the mission statement, and
there will be concern in Louisville," he
said.
Singletary said he and Miller didn't
agree fully on the U of L mission
statement. "It's not the best of all
possible worlds, but it's livable," he
said.
'There was never any intention to
define the University of Louisville as a
Scholarship Winners To Be Recognized
Winners, of 80 -Murray State
University Alumni Association
scholarships, the largest number in the
history of the program, will be
recognized Saturday, April 30.; at the
annual alunmi banquet at 6:30 p. m. in-
the Murray State Student Center. -
Totaling $40,800, the scholarships are
being awarded predominately to in-
coming freshmen for the 1977-78 school
year.
F-un-ded from contributions by
Murray State alumni and friends, the'
scholarships make *possible for many
students tc enroll in college who might
otherwise be financially unable to at-
tend.
The Murray State University Alumni
Association scholarship program is
divided into divisions: the Century Club
and the Memorial and Honorary
Scholarship Program.
Math And Science Fair
To Be Held Saturday At
Exposition Center Here
More than 1,200 elementary, junior
high and high school students from 21
West Kentucky counties and three in
West Tennessee are expected to
compete Saturday, April 23, in the
annual Murray State University
Mathematics and Science Fair.
This year's fair, expected to en-
ctimpass more than 600 exhibits in six
scientific areas, will be held for the
send year in the new West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center on the
university's agricultural laboratory
farm one mile west of the campus.
Individual and group awards —
embossed medallions — will be given
by the university in each of the
categories — biology, chemistry, earth
science, geography, mathematics and
physics. In additiCin, "best of show'
awards will be given for each category
on each of the Students' levels —
elementary, junior high and high
school.
A Grand Award also is given eaeh
year for the project judged the most
outstanding of the entire fair. Last
year, this was won by Holly Delaney,
Lillian White and Darla Shayne Clark,
Heath High School, for their study of
nature's ability to give off light in living
organisms as in the firefly.
The teacher of the student or students
winning the Grand Award also is
presented with an engraved plaque.
Special awards also are being given
this year by local businesses to the
Inside today
over-all winners as well as the winners
in the six categories. .
--.The Fisher-Price Ce, will present a
special award to the winner of the best
elementary competition: General Tire,
Mayfield, will present one for the best
junior high exhibit, and the Coca-Cola
Bottling Company, Paducah, will
present an award for the best senior
high exhibit.
Winners in the six categories will also
receive awards as follows: Biology,
Ryan Milk Co.; chemistry, Vanderbilt
Chemical; earth science, Hutson
Chemical Co.; geography, The Tappan
Company; mathematics, Bank -of
Murray, and physics, People's Bank.
The Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.,
Paducah, also will present an award for
the best senior high entry in the in-
dividual competition. The winner of this
competition then will represent the ,
area in the International Science and
Engineering Fair, sponsored May 8-14
in Cleveland, Ohio, by Science Service,
Inc., Washington, D. C.
The public is invited to view the
'exhibits from 12 noon until the awards
ceremony begins at 2:30 p. m.
Directing the fair again this year is
George ( Nick ) Britt, Jr., an assistant
professor in the Department of
Mathematics. He is being assisted by
faculty members and graduate
students in the College of Environ-
mental Sciences at the University.
Several readers responded to last weeks Local ,Issues
Forum dealing with the legalization of alcohol sales in
Murray. For their opinions on the issue, see the letters on
today's Opinion Page, page 9.
Old Magazines found in the attic of a former horn(' by
Bernice Boyd provide insight into days gone by. An in-
teresting story on the contents of the magazines appears
on Page 12.
mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy, warm and
humid with rain likely tonight
and Friday. Lows tonight in the
50s to low 60s. Highs Friday in the
low to mid 711s. Winds southerly to
15 miles an hour tonight. Rain
chances 80 per cent tonight and 80
per cent Friday.
today's index
Local Scene 2 3  4
Horoscope 
Dear Abby 3





Classifieds  13, 14, 15
- Deaths& Funerals , ..
The- Century Club is composed of
alumni and friends who contribute $100
or More:---Clatt -members-provide- -ad-
ditional support by participating in the
annual fund drive. Funds genefited by
Century Club members provide general
scholarships of $500 to deserving high
school seniors who plan to continue
their education at Murray State.
'Memorial and honorary scholarships
are named scholarships established to
honor the living and as memorials to
the deceased. The first award under
this program was made in 1971 when
two $EM Robert A. (Fats) Fltrerett
Memorial scholarships were awareed.
This year 30 deser-Oing young students
will benefit from this program.
Winners of honorary and memorial
scholar-ships this year are: Hut:son
Chemical Company Scholarships:
Patricia L. Melvin, Murray, $1,000;
Randy L. Herndon, Murray, $1.000;
Rita A. Paschall. Hazel, $1,000; and
Debbie C. Spieelancl. Dover, Tenn.,
$1,000.
James L. Hurley Scholarships Lisa
A. Abell, Gilbertsville, $750; TePesa K.
Culver, Calvert City, $750; Rebecca C.
Myers. Murray, $750; and David L.
O'Daniel, Murray, $1,125.
Jeff Bennett Scholarship_ By-rim K. -
Norsworthy, Benton, $750"; Morgan E.




Water-related problems, in iwiing
flood damages --•!, and their pos•-ible
solution — will be discussed in a . priblic
meeting, at the Marshall
Courthouse in Benton on Ma 4 .1The
meeting begins at 7: 30 p.m. '
Set by the Nashville District
gather information concerninz :.6th
present and potential prohl,.7H in
U.S. Army Corps of Engine'. the
Wednesday night meeting to
,relation to water suppl ,,ste
disposal, erosion and recreatior.
Col. Henri J. Hatch,- -,L:-•triel.
. engineer, said all known aspect ,uch
pl-oblems are needed in stud:. r.,t the
situation. He stressed that no ii.. has
been selected as yet.
"We wish to obtain publi( t• rest
viewpoints," he said, in or,:• • ' in-
corporate such views in mak:: _ ' .'ure
study plans."
Latest survey data. ma,i,. the
Carps in September, 1971. It:Ai t,: an
average annual flood • of
$734,000 in the Clarks River b ra, r hat
report also reflected that a
snagging • operation wa.
economically., but recori.•:,• nded
against Federal parti,:ipatior that
time because of the lack .• ••tcal
financial support.
The Soil Conservation Si: ' hast
constructed a drainage trni,• • • 
In 
project,. on major tributan, • 
onlyriver; but this work repp--
about half of the impr,.'.,::lents
aufhoritecrinthat agency's p!ar "(her.'
- work  b i n the 
basin. 
y that  agency , present.:' un-
derway
The Corps urges all Irti,7isted
citizens to attend the fort`l• 'Ming
t om e esot:vneg tbasake kweaptaert pi nr 0 ireemn (fort
Murray, $750; Fred and Genoa Filbeck
Scholarship:: Janice A. Lynch,
---titibertsville;- 87507 -Everett- Scholar-
ships,. Allen D. Hack, Paducah, $600,,
and Debra J. Hughes, Camden, -Tenn.,
$690.
Ralph H. Woods Scholarships, Ronny
W. Adams, Hickman, $500, and Karen




The Kentucky Humanities Council, ,
Lexington, announced today that it has
awarded a grant of $1857 to the Murray-,
Calloway Couniy...Council. on Drug
Education for video-tape program on
Drugs: A Conununity Issue."
' Fred Neff, psychologist at the
Murray Comprehensive Care Center, is
the director of the project; William M.
Porter. staff minister of the United
Campus Ministry- at Murray State
- University, is the assistant director of
the project. They have been working
with Dr. Franklin Robinson, a
professor of philosophy at Murray State
University, and others to prepare the
program. _
Dr. Stephen Glenn, Director of the
National Abuse Center in Washington
D. C., State Senator Richard Weisen-
berger, and Dr. Terry Foreman,
Coordinator of Religious Studies at
Murray State University, and Dr. Neff
will explore social attitudes towards.
drugs and their users and the effects of
law enforcement on drug use at a
taping in tpe Murray State Untvetmtty
studios this Friday. The program will
be shown at a later date on Channel 11.
•
•
Scholarship, Benjamin J. Stahl.,
Murray, $500; First Federal Savings
and- Loan 'of MEiVfield "tcliolarShiri,
Margaret C. Wilson, , Mayfield, $475;
Joe Paul Willie Scholarship, Kent A.
Jenkins, Calvert City, $450.
George S. Hart Scholarship, Jill D.
White, Hickory, $450; C. S. Lowry
Scholarship, James L. Williams,
Calvert City, $400; Walter A. Blackburn
Scholarship, -William S. Watson,
Liberty, Mo., $400; James C. Williams
Scholarships, Sherry A. Runyon,
Murray4, $3_50, and Linda Avery Lester,,_
New Concord, $350-; Cindy Hill
Scholarship, Cathy M. Holland,
Camden, Tenn., $350; Rainey T. Wells
Scholarship, Bobby J. Clam, Mayfield,
8300.
Ruble Smith Scholarship, Kimberly
- GT Stull,. Murray. $250; Glenda Boone
Scholarship, Laura .,,Jean Trouve,
Murray, $250; •Joe Dyer Pool'
Scholarship, Terry. L. Clack, Murray.
$250; Bill Douglas Scholarship, Darlene
Caldwell. Dry Ridge, 8225; G. T. and
Frances R. Hicks Scholarship, Edwin
S. Miller, Murray, $100.
Additionally, 50 students received
Century Club scholarships of $500 for a
total of $25,000.
Other activities • scheduled for this
year's , banquet include tributes to the
Class of 1927, celebrating its 50th an-
niversary, and the Chins of 1952,
celebrating its 25th reunion, presen-
tation of the distinguished professor
and distinguished alumni awards, and
recognition of individuals completing
their 25th year of service to the
university. .. _
A reunion luncheon is scheduled for
Saturday at. 1230 p. ni. in Winslow
Cafeteria • "for the classes of l927 and .
1952. .
Anyone interested in attending the
banquet or other activities should
contact the Alumni Affairs Office,
Sparks Hall. Merray State University,
Murray. Ky.. 4201.
7
regional institution," Singletary said.
He said the statement defined
Louisville as "different from the
University of Kentucky, . . not less
than, in terms of quality, but less than,
in terms of scope."
But Singletary said he took "scant
comfort" from a statement by Porter
that the U of L "does not want anything
at the expense of anybody•else."
He said new institutions have been
brought into the state university system
"at inordinately high cost to one in-
stitution:'— namely UK.
UK once received 62 per cent of
Kentucky's . higher education dollars.
but now receives 41 per cdnt,Singletary
said, and he urged the council to in-
crease funding for the Lexington
school.
"In bringing in new institutions you
have neglected one of the great
treasures you have in the state of
Kentucky," he said.
UK's mission statement says it shall
be the "only statewide institution, and
it shall serve as the principle, graduate-
degree-granting university ih -the
system."
The mission statements were adopted
"in principle" with the provision that
proposed changes may be brought
before the next council meeting. The
group will meet again in about a month.
The statements called for broad
educational programs at Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead, Murray, - Nor-
thern Kentucky Uncversity-and western
Kentucky—universities, and.-- *fined -
other areas of emphasis for each
school.
Eastern's, statement called for
"programs of a technological na-
ture...i and programs in law en-
forcement, public safety, fire science
• and allied health areas." -
Morehead, the council said,. should
concentrate on "traditional collegiate
and liberal studies...carefully selected
two-_year technical 'programs. . .( and )
--pfograms- -to—enhance the economic
growth in Appalachia..."
Murray should "-emphasize the
traditional collegiate and liberal
studies. . .rural studies, business and
en vironmental . programs. . andi -
programs • utilizing - the unique Op-
portunities available at Murphy Pond
and Kentucky Lake biological station,"
its statement said.
See COUNCIL.




Eighteen Murray High School band
members placed in All-District Band
competition Tuesday.
The students were selected by
competitive auditions and, along with
the 5n -other students selected, will
rehearse May 13 and 14 under the
direction of Larry Volman. guest,
conductor of Briarcrest High School in •
Memphis.
The All-District Junior Band will also
meet at this time, and both _groups will
present a Joint concert at 1.ovvtt
A wittori urn on Sat urday , May 14
All-DISTRICT BAND WNNIKS — Murrac High band memt
iers who-will he in the All-Distrit I Hand int lude front riSys
left to right, Kathy McHugh, Jaina Washer,Dana Mansfield, Anne C;•regf_iry, 
Pam I asstiet, Terri '•ii.C.pridell and tin Intuimin.
Second row Mary Roberts. attempt,. Amy Nothinger, alternate. Ben Moore
 'oho Taylor„ Jon Noffsinger 94aron Uttl,ind
alternate, and Charles Shactier. Third row James Harrison, Kent Eversmeve
r. Keyin olson Doug ration. Da%id






The Math winners in the
seventh grade, were as
' follows: First Place - Andy
Pruitt, Reidland, Second
Place- Rocky Hudson, South
Marshall, and Third Place -
Tracy Beyer, Murray.
The eighth grade winners in
math were as follows: First
Tell* -Troler.
Reidland an Martha Moran,
Mayfield, (tie), Second.
Place - Kayne Beasley,,
Murray, Third 'Place (tie) ---
Greg FilbeeV, Benton, Elaine
The schools that were ,
*represented in the tournament -
were as follows:. _Ballard
Middle School, Benton Junior
High, Carlisle Co. Middle
School, Clinton - Central. Jr.






Marshall Jr. High, Reidland
Middle School, South Marshall
Jr. High, Southwest Calloway
Elem., Trigg County Middle,
Wingo -Jr. High.
Participants in the tour-
nament were outstanding
Seventh and Eighth grade
students who excell in reading
and math. Each school had
four representatives - one
seventh grader in math, and
The reading tests, which
were prepared • and ad-
ministered by Dr. Lam




The math test, prepared by
"Carolyn Light consisted of




parents„ teachers, and Ad-
ministrators; during which
time coffee, cokes, and deRgs
Were- served, preceded the
• tournament. Following the
tournanientlunkh was served
• A tournarneainf_this-type-ts
to recognize and honor ex-
".-cel I e nce in academic
Boyd, Central. achievement.
Some of everything .
"A balanced diet" generally means balanced meals,
as well. This usually involves having some food from
each of the major food groups at each meal: meat, fish,
eggs or pouirty; milk or other dairy product: veg,eta..
bles and fruits; bread, cereal, rice, macaroni or other
cereal product.- Some fats, such as margarine or
mayonnaise, and other foods, such as syrup or jani at
. breakfast or a, dessert at dinner, can be added as long





Your Vote Wit Be Appreciated
Political Ad Paid For Hy Candidate
IMPIRT4NRIPWRRItrPITTEIVIIM/IMiSirifrortilat1mr -
First place winners in the reading and mathematics
tournament held at Southwest Calloway Sdio01 were,
left to right, front row, Deborah Roberts, Benton, math,
Andy Pruitt, Reidland, reading, Terry Hofer, Reidland,
math, Karen Ferguson, Central, reading. and Martha
Moran, Mayfield, math. In the back rduj are Johnny
Bohannon, principal at North Callciway, Dr. Larry
Solman,.MSU Reading Department, and Bob Allen, prin-
cipal at East Calloway. -
Eighth gra vrtnners in math-in the tournament held
at Southwest School were, left to -right, Terry Hofer,
• Reidland, and Martha Mor kfrlayfield.  tie_totirstPlace.
'Clyne Beasley, Murray Mi die, second place, and Elaine
Boyd, Central, and Greg FrIbeck, Benton, tie for third
place. In the bilck are teachers,-Jane Bourne, Reidtand,
Barbara Wheeler, Mayfield, Roger Melton, Murray, Ruth
Ann Henson, Central, and Gary Park, Benton.
Math winners from Seventh grade in the tournament
held at Southwest School were, left to right, Andy-Pruitt,
Reidland, first, with teacher, Jane Bourne, Rocky Hudson,
South Marshall, second, with teacher, Pat Park, and Traci
Beyer, Murray, with teacher, Roger Melton.
Seventh grade winners in reading in the tournament
held at Southwest School were, left to right, Scott
Howard, Ballard, second, Deborah Rogerts, Benton, first,
Anita Akin, Clinton Central, and Marie Brantley, East
Calloway, tie for third place. In the back are their
teachers, Alan Warford, Ballard, Gary Park, Benton,
Carolyn Bugg, Clinton, and Patricia Seiber, East.
East Calloway participants in the reading • and
mathematics tournament held at Southacest o







Murray Middle School tied with Reidland for the
sweepstakes honors in the reading and mathematics
tournament held at Southwest Calloway. Pictured, left
to right, front row, Mary lane Estes and Kayne Beasley,
eighth, Lisa Russell and Tracey Beyer, seventh. In the
back row are Roger Melton and Doralyn Lanier,
teachers.
-----seethwei3+-,EARowirrirarticirrantt-iit-the -reading and
The ,second annual reading
and mathematics tournament
was held at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
Saturday, April 2. Seventeen




second, and third place
trophies to, students having
highest scores in reading and
math in seventh and eighth
grades. Murray Middle and
Reidland tied for sweepstakes
honors. -
In reading the seventh
grade winners were as
.follows:
First Place - Deborah
Roberts, Benton, Second
Place - Scott Howard,
Ballard, Thkd Place ,(tie) -
Anita 'Akin, Clinton Central,
-and - Marie Brantley, East one in reading, and one eighth-- • 
Ronnie Walker, teachril
Calloway. * • grader in math, and one in
4 The Eighth grade winners in--reading.
reading were as follows:
First Place - Karen
Fergerson, Clinton Central,
Second Place - Kelly King,
East Calloway, and Third
Place - Lora Payne, North
Marshall.
- -Reading winners from Eighth i grade in the tolimament
held at .Southwest School were,- left to right, Karen
Ferguson, Clinton Central, first, with teacher, Carolyn -
Bugg. Kelly King, East Calloway, seconcrilThy teacher,
Patricia Seiber, and iota Payne, North Marshall, third,
with teacher Wanda Stephens.
Ii i.% ,tilli 111(q1S1111'
111(11 (.411111- GIllTIN(111 1111.5
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Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"Little Miss Innocence" (X)
18 Or Over Only  1
mathematics tournament held at the schochl were, left
to right, Darrell Overby, seventh; Mickey Hutson, eighth,
in math; tynn Eichidge, seventh, and Lanessa 'ones,
eighth, in reading. On the left is Ruth Ann Majors, math
teacher, and on the right is Eleanor Miller, reading
teacher.
Nord; 4t1 ici))ants in the reading and
mathematics tournament held at Southwest School
were, left to right, Stop Coleman and Monico rown,
eighth, Patricia Lassiteil, teaclier, Trisha Clark, sdventh,
Linda Feltner, teacher, Terry Bourland,, seventh, and
I
—vat IMP ,;.41.014%411111-..illpr.:„ mow
Jackie Morris
Presents Program
The Beta Sigma Phi chapter
of Gamma Gamma, met April
14 at 7130 p.m. at the home of
Jackie Morris with the
president,. Linda Rogers,
presiding.
The Ways aria' Means
Committee reported the
results of the annual flea
market 6nd bake sale. The
added puppet show this year
was enjoyed by spectators and
in turn for their courtesy te
put this show on for 'us, the
chapter will donate $25.00 to
the Memorial Church Fund.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Dortha
Stubblefield with Beverly
Galloway as hostess. ,
The program was given by
Jackie Morris on "Perception
of E4auty." She gave au i in-
teresting talk on different
hairstyles of today with pic-
tures displaying each.
1Refresh.ments were served.
A Pledge Ritual was held for
the four new members in the
chapter-BrendaJories, Phyllis
D'Angelo, Becky Phillips, and
Vicki Overbey.
Others attending were Julie
English, Linda Fain, Marsha
Horton, Jackie Monis, Trisha
Nesbitt, Linda Rogers, Dortha
Stubblefield, Edna Vaughn,
and Beverly Galloway.
Chili Supper For GAs Held
•By Ruth ,Warren Group
The Ruth Warh Group of
the Baptist Young women of
Sinking Spring Church met at
the church for a chili supper
for the GA's on Tuesday, April
.12.
Gladys Williamson' led the
group in devotion and Patsy
Neale led the prayer calendar
for missionaries. Each person
present was asked to read the
-name of- a tiii.aieilary and-
remember the person in
prayer.
A short business meeting
- followed -Vita plans made to
sponsor a dinner at the FISU
the following Tuesday. Ad-
- KEY BOY
John Robert is the name
Chosen by Mr. , and Mrs.
-Reggie' Key, 1'617 KTAwtiod,
Murray, for their _tally boy,
weighing six • pounds 51,2
ouncfret--,." measuring 17
inches, born -on Thursday,
April 14, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They - have one- daughter,
Heather Renee, age four_The
father is co-owner of Key lised
Cars.
Grandparents are Mr: and
ditional plans were made for
the Senior Citizens dinner on
May 15.
The nextazieellg-will be in
the home of Linda Roach on
May 10 at 7:30.
• Those attending: Patsy_
Neale, Donna _Hedges, Gladys
Williamson, Beth Williamson,
Carol Turner, _ Judy
Smotherman, Edwina Bucy,
_Pat Dalton, Jane  _Stallions, --
Judy Hughes, Debbie Darnell,
Jeanne Darnell, •Martha
Covey, Alesia Covey, Mary
Turner, Kathy & Sandy
Turner, Carolyn and Renee
Carroll
Mrs. L. L. Alexander of
• Mayfield..
JACCDY GIRL._ --
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCoy,
South 15th Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girli----
Courtny Page, weighing seven
pounds thirteen- ounces,
measuring twenty-one inches,
born on Monday, April IS, at
4:91 p. m. at the Western
Claptist 'Hospital, Paducah.
The father is akierm,--of
Jerry's Custom Built Fur-
niture.
-----Gri-ndpiiints, are_ Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Rey and:Mrs. Mrs. Allen McCoy and Dr.
Lexie Wilkerson and the late
Robert Wilkerson, all of
Murray. Great grandmothers
are "Mrs. Bruce- Adams and
Mrs. Lynn Key of Murray and
and Mrs. Thomas L. Hopkins,
all of Murray: Great grand-
parents are Mrs. Elsie
Hopkins, Murray;and Mr. and
Mrs. Alva Green, Benton.
BACK BY BORN LOSERS
POPULAR THE ORIGINALSCREEN APPEARANCE OF
DEMAND TOM LAUGHLIN
GetOR 











Each Feature Shown Once Nitel
ne To. Suit Ever/ Taste
Ends Tonite!
"Freaky Friday" (G) In
Starts Tomorrow
There's no body in the family plot.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
FAmirr PLOT
KAREN BLACK BRLCL DERN
BARBARA H.ARRIS TILLIAAI DEME 
A utivERSAL PICTURE t PG 
Midnite Movie — Saturday
108 FM Presents
"Mad Dogs & Englishmen" (PG)
Thru Wed.
Sun.-2:30.7:30
Mon Aliur. —7 : 30 Only
Fri. & Sat. - 7:15, A: 45
•
A_ _BALM 111AKSHL 1.11,M
WADS
An epic fantasy
of peace and magic.
A.














































  Frances Drake —
FOR ERMAN', APRIL 22, 1977
What kind • of day will sul5fect to final touch-up on
tomorrow be' To find out what Monday. Thus get the jump on
the stars say, read the forecast time pressures. Exercise
given for your birth Sign. patience, forethought, no
matter how tight your schedule.
LIBRA
ARIES
14,4 , Sept. 24 to Oct. Mi ii&S1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Bag that prize — but withAsk, if in doubt, but do not your Sign's usual integrity andbecome unsettled at every sign forthright effort. Stabilizeof complexity. In general, hold personal relationships;the line against wavering and strengthen the peacekeeper'slack of confidence. role.
TAURUS SCORPIO
Apr. 21 to May 21) tjeti:47' iOct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt, ear•Slow down for a better look at You can be very thrifty, or tooyour involvements. Don't spend extravagant; can indulge other
money before you have it, but extremes, also, if not alert to-don't fear a competitive try at
something new, or turn down
good investments. •
GEMINI 
May 22 to June 21) _
Your ambitious, enterprising
self can take a real fling no
You are in a position to mak
fine gains - material and
otherwise.
CANCER
June 22 to •Jul2,31_61()
Planetacy influences now
warn against misleading
statements; deceit and dubious
schemes.- Be alert, and coun-
teract with your innate honesty
and good judgment.
LEO - -
'July 24 to Aug. 23)
Unusual situations will now
call for top-flight performance.
Sudden shifts in circumstances
should not deter you from
pursuing meaningful goals. Just
keep plugging.
VIRGO





this tendency now. Look for that
"middle road" and stick to it.
SAGITIARRIS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You have an exceptionally
good planetary set-up yet must
still toe the line in order to avoid
iction with those who are not
so comfortable a position.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
---,Better-than-average pros-
pects but you will have to grasp
the good things firmly, and
quickly put aside the un-
desirable. Use your best
_ judgment.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Harinony and self-control
needed now. Don't antagonize
those in a position to help you.












f•ere arm -sewing is ideal -for sleeves
and cuffs. Converts to conventional
flatbed machine in seconds. With 12
dial-to-sew stitches, including 6 stretch
stitches. Sinp-in buttonholer.
OUR LOWEST PRICE
EVER for any FREE•ARM
Sewing Machine




Wit $314 With 12 dial-to-sew
stitches including 6 stretch
stitches Automatic buttonholer
30 drop in cams









get the beater briash sirloin of an
upright. plus the pai!.4'of s cannier
.Ige-clean 14 olcal for working' along









Motor•driven 1(i. in beater brush
works to rename. even Remind- in
'dirt 4-prwition pile height adjust-
ment 7-pc attachment set
Shipping. installation extra
• Price• see ('.nk' Pri6•• • 49. an 661.




I iSal • iii
Seeltside Simpopiai Colter
ektY
iFell 20 to Mar. 20)
Wade through possible dif-
ficult issues, or relax in the
pressureless periods.
Whichever, you will need these
traits: imagination, ability to
see the humorous side of
situations. ,
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a great love of the
arts and the talents required to
succeed in almost any of them.
Your appreciation of color and
symmetry may lead yeti to take
up painting either as a career or
an avocation which, in either
case, would bring- success and
happiness Yon-couple a gift tor
organization with love of
fellowman; may, therefore,
take-up "causes" and, whether
along political, sociological or
religious lines, could be an
inspiring leader in the in-
stitutions, promoting them.
While a great lover of tradition
and. heritage, you also "keep up
with the times" and, if engaged
in business, are most
progressive in your methods. As
an historian or archeologist,
you would- he an outstanding
success. Other fields suited to
your talent& education, botany,
l music, sculpture. Birthdate of:







Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, April 19, at
seven p.m. at the new lodge
hall on Highway 121 North
with Susan Cates as worthy
advisor and Sybil Lasater as
mother advisor.
Plans were completed for
the Smorgasbord dinner to be
held Sunday, April 24, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Tickets will be available at the
door.
Members present were
Lagena James, Lisa Suiter,
Tina George, Donna Smith„
Lana Lasater, Gretta Tim-
merman, Johnda Moss, Marie
Vella, Deidre Folsom, Susan
Cates, Vickey Weatherford,
and Rhonda Sledd.
Adults present were Twila




The next meeting will be
Tuesday, May 3, at sev'en p.m.
In-Laws Interfere
With Needed Sleep
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: We have been married seven months 'and
our only quarrels have been over my husband's refusal to
take my part against his parents ikhen they are in the
wrong.
We live in a one-room apartment with a pull-down iwt1
The church we attend is on the corner of our 'block. My
„husband's parents attend the early' morning' Mass *ere
every Sunday. We attend a later Mass, but his parents
have started coming to our apartment right after early.
morning Mass.
I work six days a week aad Sunday morning is the only
morning I can sleep a little later, but with My in-laws
calling on us before 7:30 am . it is impossible Also I look
terrible when I first get up. and I'm embarrassed to
'reCeive guests that way.
Last Sunday my in-laws woke-me up again. Iran into the
bathrocm and locked the door. l‘11 mother-in-law
demanded that I come out and apologize for my "childish -
behavior. My husbilnd didn't take my part against his
mother, and I think he should have
Another time his father opened some mail, addressed to
me';and ffly huSbalid didn't say a word - Wbeni complain
about-his folks, he says, "Reinember Exodus XX. 12. the
Fifth .Commandment: Honor thy father and thy mother
IN :LAW -otoutity
•
DEAR TROUBLE: Your in-laws are rude and
inconsiderate, and your husband should set them straight.
And since your husband quotes Scriptures, ask him to read
Genesis II, 24: "And therefore shall a man leave his father
and his another, and shall cleave unto his wife."
DEAR ABBY: "X" and I were secretly married by a
justice of the peace in a neighboring state during our
freshman year at college two years ago. Afterward, we
never really lived together except for one weekend and a
night now and then. Our marriage was very disappointing:
and we soon realized it was a big mistake, so we just broke
off.
• Now I have .met someone -else and I am serious about
him. I've asked "X" for a divorce, but he doesn't want to
give me one because he's afraid his parents will find out
that he was marrie.d,And 4here txj4.13e trouble. He needs
their financial help to finish college, and 'he doesn't Want to
anger them.
How can this be handled wit how publicity" We mean
nothing to each other now. The marrilge w a. a dumb
impulsive idea.
SHORT MA it It I AO-F.
DEAR SHORT: You need legal advice. See lawyer.
There is even a possibility that an annulment, instead of a
divorce, is in order.
DEAR ABBY: A man from the cemetery: has been going
around selling low and. monuments. I would like ti , know it
I really have to put the date and year ot birth on :he
monument. I don't think it's anybody's business
LIKES MY PRIVACY
DEAR LIKES, It is enatomary to -phice -the dates=s1
.birth and death on a monument, but there is no las that
compels you to do so.
rl,err]bers of a campus chapter
fiet.i Gamma Signia,- a
scholastre honor
ui the field of business
.flinnrustration.
1;,,urided in 1913, the society
tanette Thurman
Attends Course
I :ritite Thurman, assistant
!t'ssor ,of business
ition and administrative
:1,01,4!cnient and director of
!a' Personal Enrichment
,-!!ter at Murray State
recently attended
ftree-day course in Chicago
"Manarment Skills
Integraling Who
Are With What You Do."




ter Noes that help a woman
hecome a better executive by
, e,.:rating her many roles.
Jeanette Perlman, co-
HA,Lder and partner in
I..,!.agernent consulting and
training -firm, conducted the
pr gram
Mrs. Thurman, who joined
the faculty at Murray State in
l!tiit>.' teaches the professional
,le.'elopment course on the
campus. She earned the B.S.,





Baby- Girl Mills (mother
Peggy), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby
Go I Berryman (mother
:trole), Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
1•1 . Baby Girl Collins (mother
,iridai, Rt. 1, Almo.
- DISMISSAIS
mCs. Rita J. Merrell, Rt. 1,
RI( haniln, lorehe
Harris, Rt. 1, Mayfield,-
Herbert R. Key; 1718 Holiday,'
Murray. Mrs. Brenda R.
McClain, Rt. 3, Martin, Mrs.
Patricia F. Ellis, Rt, 8,
Murray, William E. Maddox,
Jr. 1205 Doran Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Siddie 0. Cohoon, 1800
College Fm. Rd., Murray, Ace
Miller, 1663 College Terrace
Dr., Murray, Hardin W.
- Parker; "
'r Myrtle K. Steele, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Helen Clark,
Box 5, Dexter




as charter excess of 100,001 More than ceremony will begin at 3 p. m. James E. Osteen, Michael A.
state. currently has more than 100,,,Pgr.ri"t af thPir_CIA03.
chapters and• inersdrn Friday's installation "'Nis& Tern I. Nelson,
Merrer•
Pfau, Mark K. Robison, Holly
--R. Rudolph, William R..
-Itutsell, Robert A. Seay.
Wayne H. Smith, Susan K.
Summer, Niles E. Woods and
Steven Yarbrough.
Eleven , Murray State
faculty members also hold
membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma and will become af-
filiated wit' the Murray
chapter at the - Friday'
meeting. They are: Dr. R. B.
Barton, Dr, Virgil Brewer, Dr.
David Coop, Dr. Rex
Galloway, Dr, Williaql
Grasty, Dr, Hon Kettering,
Dr. Gene Lovins, Dr. William
Seale.Dr. Andrew Sikula, Dr.
John A. Thompson ' and
William Freeman.
8,000 students are inducted in Room 240 of the Special
into its membership each ir Education Building. The in-
year. With exception of the stalling officer and principal
University of Kentucky speaker will be Ron Slone,
chapter, the new Murray State managing director of -the
chapter will be the only other AACSB office in St. 'Louis.
on a Kentucky campus.
Membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma, which it
recognized by the American
Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, is an
honor which must be earned
through outstanding
scholastic achievement. To be
eligibly a senior must rank in
the upper 10 per cent of his or
her class, while juniors must
rank in the upper 5 per cent of
theirs. Master degree can-
didates must rank in the top 20
The Students to be inducted
into the new Murray chapter
are:
Karen E. Atkins, Cynthia 1.
Auble, David R. Beeny, Terry
L. Bethel, Jane E: Brown,
Ruth E. Bryant, Terry L.
Carver, James M. Cook and
Sue A. Damrn.
Also, Joseph G. Darnell,
Henry F. Doran, Cathy A/
Downs, William L. Drennan,
Darleen M. Elder, Bruce L.
Ford, Patricia Freeman,
Nancy A. Holt and Kenneth M.
THE MURRAY
tEDGER & TIMES
The Murray Ledger &
Times is published every
afternoon except Sundays,
July 4, Chrittrnas Day, New
Year's Day and
Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky., 42071,
Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky. 4207r*
. SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
In areas served by carriers,
$2.50 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in
Calloway County. and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear Term., $17.50
per year. By mall to other









BUY NOW AND SAVE!
NOW 1/2 PRICE!
Save ih on all Spring coats, excluding raincoat:, rturing our Spring Clearance
Sale. All styles and colors in junior and missy
Beautiful Spring Styles!
PANTSUITS






Beautiful Missy pantsuits have been great r' laced our loss, your gain!
Polyesters, denims and blends in your f a ,ri• -ws!
Exciting Spring Styles!
DRESSES
OUR REGULAR 24.04.TO 44.00
NOW 1/3 OFF
Wanted junior, missy and half-size dress"- wiling Spring styles







Select from too skirts in solids
and novelty prints, summer brights
_plus red, whiteitpd navy„.SML
at 6.00 to 13.00; Natters,
tie back, tube and camisole in
solids, rugby stripes and
gingham checks, one size fits
all, 4.00 to 7.00; Shorts in
denim, white, bright green, yellow









Get into that summer mood with a
sun-sational new body-hugging
swimsuit from Bright's.. your •
swimwear port-of-authority for
the summer of 'T7 ! Bright's has
all of the 'newest styles and at
a price you can afford. Vivid
solids', stripes and prints
priced at 15.00 to 34.00
111
Foot works declare.: sone., '
• r
Seaaon on this soft-as-love
sandal! Cushy. padded
leather makes it as
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Golden Anniversary
Mr. and -.11rs...1{us;i4,11 I I aftni a
Mr.and Mrs. Russell Hoffman of Dexter Route One will ob-
serve their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at the
Trevathan Hoorn of the Bank of Marshall County, Benton, on
Sunday, May 1.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to four p. m.
The couple was married May 2, 1927, in East St. Louis, IR.
Mrs. Hoffman is the former Eula Smith, daughterof the late
Robert Smith and Orphia Smith Jones of Arlington. Mr. Hoff-
mat , born in Longtown, Mo., is the son of the late Glen Hoff-
rof o arid Bessie Hoffman.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Edsel (Thelma 1..)-Begletagd












No matter what the occasion, flowers seem the perfect answer
for gifts, tor remembrances, for decoration, both inside the
house and out. Traditionally, flowers have come to have special
meanings The filly for purity, the foiget-me-not for remem-
brance, the violet for shyness. Flowers are also sometimes legen-
dary - remember Narcissusl In the weeks and months to come,
we hope to bring the flower's beauty of shape, color, legend,
tradition and arrangement to you. We might even persuade you
to try out your own green thurnItin any rase, we hope-yotrvvRt- --*••
enjoy hearing about what we have thought important enough to.
make a way of Me.
Our staff at SHIR1EY FLORIST & GARDEN CENTER, 502 North
Fourth Street, 753-3251 would like to welcome you as regular
readers of this most informative column. and to invite you to
stop by and say hello. In our flower shop Maxine Mdeniore,
Pauline Jones, Frantic Herndon and Micky tents are ajlailable to
meet your complete floral needs. Belinda Higgins and lean Mc-
Owe suggest you come by our greenhouse even ityou're not
planning to buy. Clarence Hisson is the man to talk with about
landscaping. Hours Mon -Sun. 8-5..
HELPFUL HINTS










Baby Boy Pittman (mother
Patsy), Rt. 4, Murray, Baby
Boy Darnall (mother Janet),
Rt. 4, Benton, Baby Girl




Box 137, Hardin, Mrs. Patricia
K. Hosford and Baby Girl, 304 -
Corbin, Paris, Tn., Miss
Rosetta U. Merritt, 613 S. 3rd,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah K.
Adams, 902 Clarkshire,
Murray, Mrs. Shelby A.
Hendricks, Rt. 3, Paducah,
Mrs. Maudeen M. Cohoon,
'1718 Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Mary L. Hillman, Rt. 5,
Murray, Michael A. San-
derson, 807 Guthrie, Murray,
James 0. Elkins, Rt. 1, Almo,
Sammie F. Cook, 726
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs.
_G-Scarbrough, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Euple
Bean, Rt. 6, Murray, J;mes S.
Duncan, 127 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Marilyn E.
Faughn, 1109 Westgate Dr..
Murray, Robert L. Waters; Rt.
4, Murray, Roy F. Cobb, Rt. 1,
Palmersville Tn., Bun I..
Ray, Fern Terrace 1.dg.,
Murray,-Mrs. Frances A. Key,
Fern Terrace ldg., Murray,
-Mrs. -Luellta-E. Burkeen,
8, Murray, Mrs. Veride
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Stella S. Futrell,_502 S. 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Bertha Hines,
Hazel,- Mrs. Elizabeth- torm,
Fern Terrace Idg., Murray.






stranger walked into the
hospital room of a woman who
recently had breast surgery.
"Hello!" She said and in-
troduced herself. _"1„ want you
to know I was where you ire
not too long ago, but-now l'in
up and about and doing even
more things than before."
-- it Was% beautiful-moment in-
a gloomy situation. , From
there the,,,patient's spirits
picked up. Hope sprang into
her thinking and she knew she
could look forward to being an
active woman. wife and
mother again.
You see, that stranger was
an American Cancer Society
Reach to Recovery volunteet
one of thousands who visit
Recovery'Is
hospitalized women during the
bewildering days after breast
cancer surgery,"-exptaifte7
Mrs. Henry Warren, ASt -
Crusade Co. chairmate
Calloway County Unit.
Sometimes -it may be that
the patient can't speak after
having lost a larynx to throilit
cancer surgery. The ACS
volunteer, having -lost-a-veiice---
box in the same way, talks to
the patient with a newly
acquired voice, using a
method called e,sophageal
speech
- atill another case the
patient may have had surgery
for colorectal cancer that
necessitated a colostomy, an
7 opening made in the abdomen




-East Elementary PTC will
meet at the school at seven p.
. .
- Murray _Jazz. Trio will,
pie,sent a concert at the
Calloway County' Public
library at seven p. in.
Baptist Young Women-aid
First Baptist Church will meet
at seven p. M. at the-borne of
Mrs.. Bill Settle.
Hazel Woman's ,Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p. m.
. Murray Business and
Professional. Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
April 16, 1977' Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
Adults 113 IP- ...„. __Niut-Seryll . ' - . , ,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Temple,Hill,Chapter No. 511
Baby Boy' Irvan (mother Order of the Eastern Star will
Lanai, Rt. 9, 'Benton. meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
DISMISSAIS_ _ _ . _ 
AmMe-14 .1IireCartJr., 501 Murray Women -of the
N. 16th., Murray, Mrs. Ida M. Moose will meet at seven p.m.
Stunson, 504 Vine, Murray, for executive session and at
011ie L.Cooper, Rt. 1, Murray, eight p. m for business
_ Robert C. .Satterwhite, 114. 2,.. meeting.
Hazel, Mrs. Beaurton Wilson,
Rt. .1, Murray, Mrs. Janet I.. Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Robinson and Baby Boy, 1001 Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
S. 16th., Murray, Mrs. Robbie seven p. m. at the FAlis
1.. Barnett, Rt. 6, Murray, Community Center.
Thomas 
, Mrs-. - Waltraud men s Stag Night
- Murphy,---Rt- -Aim,. -Mrs----trebt -81-610 p tn.atthe
Marilyn S. Martin', Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Edith I..
.M.cKinney, 801 N. 18th.;
Murray,. Mrs. Margaret L.
Reeder, Gen. Del., Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn J. Byers, tit. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. A. Diane -Un-
derwood, 1531 Oxford,
Murray, Mrs. Jenna C.
Carter, Rt. 2, HazelvJerry W.
Windsor, 520 S. 6th., Murray,
William D. Bradshaw, Rt. 2,
Hazel, James Chavis, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Vera Adams,
Fern Terrace Ldg., Murray,
Glenn A. Kline; Rt: 4, Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Milner, Rt. 4,..
Murray, Mrs. Lillian D.avis,
1515 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Pearl Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, Friday, April 22
Mrs. Mildred L. Anderson, 500 Rangerettes and Rangers of
N. 6th.,- Murray, Isaac D. -OM-Will-have bingo party
Brand6n, Rt. 1, Almo, Lenice from seven to eight p.m. for
E. Fisk, 804 N. 16th., Murray, members,- ages 8 to 15. A
- M:vaudieEdwth,..Bá 4, spring danee- --WI be .from
Kirksey, Oliver C. McLemore, eight to ten p.m for members.
101 Hickory, Murray, Homer -ages 1215. Members, ages 8 to
G. Lovett (expired), 753 Rimy 11 may attend the dance With
Ct., Murray.
• , . Saturday, April 23
Workdayilor preparation of
the school football field will be
held at East Calloway School.
Saturday, April 23
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman' i Club, will have a
iioon. luncheon at the club
house.
West- Kentucky Conference
High School Track Meet will
be an all-day event at Stewart
Stadium MSU. - .
Annual Murray 'State.
University Mathematics and
Science- Fair will be from
eight a. m. -to five_ p. m. in
livestock and Exposition
Center. Public invited to view
the cifribiti after'tweleerniori
at 110 charge.
,A - 40601011PN - 1121...•
Cancer Volunteer Service
Without the proper attitude
-arid know!adge, such a
situation could ruin the very
Life the surgery was per-
formed to save," she said.
Hundreds of these personal
dramas , take" place daily
across the country and they
are part of the Society's
rehabilitation programs.
The American - Carver
Society sponsors the In-
ternational Association of
LaryngectOrilieil with 242
affiliated clubs in the U. S. and
„ 4. •
abroad. They help in the
training of esophageal speech
therapists and, other service -
programs for people who have
lost their voices by cancer
surgery.
"Many/of oil- rt Divisions are
promoting the training of
enterostomal therapists, who
after a six week course are
prepared to assist in- total
rehabilitation ostomate
patients who have had colon or
rectal surgery," she declared.
In all of these programs,
vtslts are made ohly with the
consent of the patient's
'physician." - _
"The ACS believes it is not
enough to survive canceil it is
the quality of life that figures
into one's total care and
rehabilitation. That is why
this April we are asking
everyone in. Calloway County
to - support our annual
eduptional and fund raising
Crusade and help to expand
these vital programs," Mrs.
Warren said.
II PPit 110v AN]
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of the World, took top honors for their scrap-
book in the Kentucky State Woodmen Jurisdictional contest Second place went to
Hopkinsville Grtive and third place to Murray Camp. The Sorority scrapbook theme
was "Patches Of Fraternalism." The first place book will represent the State of Kentucky
in the national contest to be held in July in San Diego, California. The scrapbook com-
mittee was Diana Lyons, Ann Spann and Glenda Smith. The Camp scrapbook was corn-
, posed by Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby. Pictured, left to right, are National Director
Harry Berry, Glenda Smith, Diana Lyons, State President Pat McCuiston.
Central Shopping Plaza, Murray, Ky. Central Shopping Plaza, Murray, Ky.
Murray Country Club with
Scott Seiber as chair-ma:1 of
the committee composed of
Lawrence 1Thilpot, Larry
Contri, and. Ronnie Babb.
• Murray Little League
Tryouts will be from 3:30 to
five p. m. at the league
diamond at the new Murray-
Calloway County Park.
Concert by Murray State
University Brass Choir.
directed by Prof. David
Elliott, will be at 8:15 p. m. in
the Old Recital Hall, Price

















Vie College *op 471
parents' -permission,
Nature Extravaganza will
open at Kenlake State' Resort
Park with weekend cospon-
sored by Warioto Audubon
Society, Land Between the
Lakes, and. Kentucky State
Parks.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. ma. and a fun
night at six p. m. •
, 
Concert by Olney, III., High
School Cheir, directed by
Diane Johnson; will beat 9:30
,m. in the 01cLaecital rHalI
Price Doyle Fine Arts' Center.
Three-team outdoor': track
meet With Murray State,
Austin Peay, and Arkansas
State will begin at one p. m. at
Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Tennis match between
Murray State and Tennessee"




I- sponsored by Essence Club,will begin at seven p. in. in the- --WU- Stodent---;-Ceftter
auditorium.
ReedaIliy Janice urawford,
Tell City, Ind., trombone, will
begin at 8:1a-p. in. in the 01d











Regular 15.99 to 2799
13
fiwiNciurilokk
40% to 50% Off
On Our Regular Stock
All-WEATHER COATS
These hooded all-weather coots shed Spring showers
in stylish fashion. They are washable polyester & cot-
ton-with a nylon taffeta
Regular 34.99 1 999
FA/MOUS NAME
COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
• VESTS Reg. 15.99 ALL
• TOPS - Reg. 15.99- 
()Nit
• SHIRTS Reg. 15.99
• JACKETS Reg. 26.99 PRICE
• SHIRT JAC Reg. 19.99
• PANTS Reg. 16.99 7
8009
• SKIRTS Reg. 16.99
DENIM, SELL OUT!
Denim Jumpsuits Reg. 34.99 Now 19.99
Denim Jackets Reg 37.99 Now ,15.99
Denim Overalls Reg. 25.99 Now 15.99
Denim Jeans Reg. 19.991- Now - 1 8.99
Denim.Gouchos Reg. 19.99 Now 8.99 
MORE REDUCTIONS
FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK
1/3 to 50% Off
ON OUR REGULAR
DRESSES, PAN {SUITS & GAUCHOS 
SALE! SPRING HANDBAGS
Here they ore! The beautiful Spring
hondbocji-yOU've been woifiitgtoiot
o fontostic price.
_Regular 6,99 to 9.99
399
BEHrS CHARGE • MASTER CHARGE • BANKAMERICARD • OPEN 10 TO 9*








The East Richiiind High
School Concert Noir from
Olney, Ill., will visit Murray
State .University Friday as a
part of its tour through
Southern Illinois, Western
Kentucky, and Tennessee.
On its way to Nashville, the
group will present a free
performance in the university
Student Center Auditorium at
9:30 a.m. on Friday, April 22.
Under the direction of Diane
Johnson, the Choir will
present "Solid Music," a fast-
moving musical variety show
featuring the entire group on
some numbers and several
smaller groups on special
numbers.
Featuring a dance troupe, a
girls trio, a boys barbershop
quartet, a girls quartet, and_
the Swing Choir, music tor411
ages will be presented.
Golden oldies such as "I'm
Looking Over a Four Leaf
Clover," "Charleston," "Tea
for Two," "Rock Around the
Clock," and "Blueberry Hill"
and numbers from the more
contemporary writers Simon
and Garfunkle and the Beatles




' Wilson Gantt, dean -of ad-
missions and registrar at
NIUrray Slate University, is on
the program as a workshop
discussion leader during tne




( AACRAO) in HoUldon,-Texas,
this week.
He will be involved in the
two-session workshop based
an the "RegistrWs-- Self -





one of the two chapters in the
self audit.
Charles L. Eldridge,
assistant dean of admissions
at Murray State, is also at-
tending- - the AACRAO con-
ference, which began
Saturday and will end on
Thursday.
Gantt, who has been active
in the organization at the
state, regional, and national
levels, is a member of the
Regional Association Ad-
visory Council. He is currently
president of the Southern
Association of College
Registrars and Admissions




By The Associated Press
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -
Regiltration at Eastern
Kentucky University for the
summer session will be held
June 13.- -
In addition to regular
courses, Eastern is offering 45
workshops and institutes,
most of them for teachers.
Others are in the fields of




toey of The Murray Ledger.
Times by 5:30 p.m.
Fries,/ or by 3:30 p. m. so Sorter-
days ere armed to cell 7531914
between 3:30 p. m. mod 6 p.
tArtairy-Fritley, er 3:30 p. a.
and 4p. m. Sorterdays, to insure
delivery of Hie erterspeper. Calls
most S. placid by 6 p. me week.
dims or 4 p. tn. Setwileys to
guenettee delivery.
The -Derby Fcstival Chuckwagon, literally a kitchen on wheels, will be serving authen-
tic western food, Kentucky Burgoo and beer each day of Derby Festival Week. Temp-
ting dishes includeyexas Red Chili, Cow-poke Beans, Rangeburgers and much, much
more. The Chuckwagon, located at 5th and Main Street, adjacent to the Riverfront
Plaza and Belvedere, is open 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.




Charles R. Hoke, Box 6,
Almo, Dusty -C. Spitiotis, 803
Meadow Lane, Murray,
Naomi J. Burkeen, R. 3,
Murray, Lone A. Burkeen, It
3, Murray, Mrs. Wanda S.
Scott, Box 110, Paris, Tn.,
Trina C. Swift, R. 2, Box 31,
Murray, Mrs. Joetta K.
Followell, P. 0. Box 75, Hazel,
Mrs. Norma D. Alexander, R.
3 Box 99, Paris, Mrs. FranceS
Ann Mellon and Baby, Boy, R.
1 Box 85, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Beth S. Elliott, R. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda J. Knight, R. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Dulcie S.
Douglass, 217 Woodlawn,
Murray, Hobert Kirks,-303,E.
Maples, Murray, Bonnie L. St.
John, R. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Edith
Cohoon, 206 S. 6th St., Murray,
A. B. Cloys, R. 2, Murray,
Edgar E. Campbell, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
Live H. Ahart, R. 4, Cadiz,






• . .Baby Boy Crockett (mother
Doddie), Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn.,
Baby Boy Key (mother
Robbie), 1617 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray. •
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Frankie De Free and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear,.Tn.,
Mrs. Brenda C. Rowland and
Baby Boy, 311 S. 10th.,
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis A.
Tucker and Baby_ Boy, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Katie W.
Charlton, Rt. 4, Murray, Kelly
Ublton, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Lilela Cope, Rt. 3, Murray,
James R. Farris, New Con-
cord, Brad A. Huddleston, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Gar-
velene Mason, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs.. Brenda J. McCallon, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Teresa J.
Norsworthy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Margaret M. Waldrop,
1701 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Juanita N. Watson, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Bertha P.
Atkins, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Elva T. Coleman, 811 S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Carmen Horton,
914 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Venue Howard, Murray;
Clerence D. Vinson, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Kenton
, T. White, Rt. 2, Hazel.
• '411.210011.-^••
Fourth In Series Of Law Seminars Slated At MSU
A law seminar for West
Kentucky attorneys entitled
. "Kentucky Appellate Court
.eractice," the fourth and final
of a series during the 1976-77
school year, is scheduled at
Murray State University April
29-30.
Sessions are planned Friday
afternoon, April 29, and
-Saturday morning, April 30,n




1AP 7- The Western Ken-
tucky, University Agriculture
Department will sponsor its
10th annual Future Farmers
of America field day Friday. •
More hail 4900 in trophies
will be handed out...to the
_ winning - higti-sehool students
and teams. Contests include
tractor troubleshooting,
livestock, dairy and soil
judging and tobacco grading.
Center for ContinitIa41
Education at Murray State
and the- School of Law and
Center for Continuing
Education at the University of
Louisville.
A Lawyer's Banquet has
been planned by Murray State
at 7 p. m. on Friday eveningin
Room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium. The seminar
registration fee of $25 covers
the cost ofthe banquet, as well -
as a handbook arid other
materials.
Joseph Leary, Frankfort
attorney, will be the banquet
speaker.
Seminar sessions scheduled
from 12:50 p. m. to 4:30 p. m.
Friday And froth 9 a. m. to
noon on-Saturday in the
auditorium of the Special
Education Building will in-
clude the following topics:
Right to appeal, appeals' to
the SupEeme Court_, _ in-
termediate relief- and
relations between court ad-
ministrations and the bar,
brief and statement writing,
the Court of. Appeals, and oral
arguments. A question-end-
answer period will conclude
each session.
Appearing on the seminar
program will be: Samuel S.
Steinfeld, former chicf justice
of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals, moderator; Judge
Marvin J. Sternberg and
Judge John S. Palmore,
associate justices of the
Kentucky StIpfeme. Court;
Jeff A. Woods, chief staff
attorney of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals; Judge J.
William Howerton, First
Appellate District, Second
Division, Kentucky Couil of
Appeals; Judge William M.
Gant, Second Appellate
District, First Division,
Kentucky Colin of Appeals;
and John A. Fulton, Louisville
attorney.
Marlin M. Volz, professor of
law at the University of
Louisville, is the supervisor of
the 'law seminar series. He
developed the program as
part of his work as director of
the continuing legal education
program of the University of
Louisville.
Additional information may
be obtained or advanced
registration may be made by
calling Philip Deaver, Center
for Continuing . Education,













( AP)-An early Stone Age set-
tlement believed to be about 5,-
000 years old, was discovered
in Brezi near Mikulov, on The
Czech-Austrian border.
A wine cellar keeper stum-
bled upon the find-when he no-
ticed fragments from ancient
vessels protruding from the
ground in a newly planted for-
est.
After Easter
1/3 Off SALE 1/2 Off
-:.- Boys Suits
(Sizes 4-7 & 8-18)
Vest & Pant Sets
(All Sizes)







Shop Now for End Of School
And Vacations
°fatal& orattAiii
.Art, Workshop--June 12-15 - •
Course content for the workshop will focus
A on photography and drawing experiences.
Students may upgrade their drawing skills
through structured_ activities in line, value,
. and various corn-Positional approaches.
Materials to be used Include graphite,
charcoal, and marking media
_Athletic Trainers Workshop-July
24-29
This workshop Is designed for high school
trainers and will cover such areas as,
recognizing injuries, immediate first aid,
conditioning techniques, preventive and
protective taping techniques, proper use of
training supplies, and reconditioning - of
injured athletes
Basketball Camp (Boye)-June 19-
25
Indtvittuid- tar hntques, team -fundamentals,
offense and defense, strategy, and actual
game play will be offered under varsity
coaches. There will be guest appearances by
'outstanding college and -professional.
basketball players
Basketball Camp (Giris)-June 26.
July- 2
Fundamental offensive and defensive player
techniques and learn strategy, with films,
video tape, and competition will be offered in
this camp instruction will be -dtvtded trita
beginner, intermediate, and advanced.
Casavent Cavalcade-July 11-15
The nationally known Casavant Cavalcade
of Performance Workshops will be offered at
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Summer Youth Program




The Murray State University Summer
Youth Program is designed for junior
high school and senior high school
students.
For Information and a brochure on any
of these fun-filled programs, fill out and
returarthis reply form or write: Summer
Youth Program, Center for Continuing






Five days-July 11 15
Rifle Squads





offer s[ve strategy, receiving, blockid.i.
krck,n,g, defensive techniques, pass defense,













-part of Dixie Cheerteading
and Band Front Camp
Heart of Dixie Cheerleading
and Band Front Camp-June 19-23
Class-es will , be held for beginner,
intermediate, and advanced twirlers, drum
majors, porn-porn corps, dance and drill
teams. flag and rifle corps, and additional




A two-division institute covering both
forensics and interpretation Forensics
includes beginning and advanced debate as
well as extempore speaking. Interpretative
division includes interpretation of prose,'




,June 26-July 1 (Experienced)
This workshop includes instruction in
procedureal equitation, handling, and care of
the horse




Journalism-May 20 (one day only)
Designed for high school newspaper and
yearbopk staffs and advisers Sessions.wiil be, -.
conducted on writing, editing, advertising,
photography, layout and design .of
newspapers and yearbooks
NFtA Safety-June 20-24. (Two
hours per night, drive in); July 25-
29, (Two hours per night, drive in)
A ten hour National Rifle Association
INRAI course covering hunter ethics,
conservation, responsibility, guns and
ammunition, proper gun handling in field and
borne, first aid, and basic marksmanship
Sailing-June 26-July 1
A study of basic sailing and seamanship
with emphasis on rigging, navigation, sailing
safety, and (marlinespike) seamanship
Highlights, of the course will be sailing on
Kentucky Lake using boats .in classes from
twelve feet to twenty-eight feet The course is




The Summer Chamber Music Camp is
designed for high school string players
interested in 'improving performance skills
through participation in a summer chamber
orchestra, string quartets. and other organized
chamber muslc. groups Private lessons fr,,n,
the string faculty at Murray State will be
arranged Recitals, concerts, field trips, dad.,
rehearsals, and coaching__ sessions
complete the five-day camp
Tennis Camp-June 13-24: July 11-
22
Individual instruction will be offered in
forehand, backhand, serve, volley, smash,
dropshot--with singles and SOubies strategy
O Sailing
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By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
7 3 .700 —
6 4 .600 1
7 6 .538 14
4 6 .400 3
4 6 .400 3
4 9 :308 44-2
3 8 .273 444
West -
7 3 .700
8 4 .667 —
6 4 .600 1--
6 5 .545 144
7 6 .538 144
6 8 .429 3
6 9 .400 34-2
Wednesday's Results
New York 7, Toronto 5
Oakland 4, Milwaukee 2
Baltimore 7, Cleveland 2
Detroit 3, Boston 2
Minnesota 3, Kansas City 2
Chicago 3, California 2
Texas 5, Seattle 2
Thursday's Games -12
Toronto (Jefferson 0-0) at
New York (Holtzman 0-0)
Detroit (Rozema 0-0) at Bos-
ton (Cleveland 0-0)
Minnesota (Zahn 24) at
Texas (Blyleven 1-1), (n)
Chicago (Stone 1-1) at Cali-





New York at Cleveland, (n)
Minnesota at Texas, (n)
Milwaukee at California, (n)
Chicago at Oakland, (n)
Kansas _City at Seattle, (n)





























Los Mg .318 —
Atlanta .583 244
Houston .455 4
S Fran .455 4
S Diego 5 8 .385 5
Cinci 4- 8 .333 544
Wednesday's Results .
" Los Angeles 3, Cincinnati .1.
St. Louis 4, New York 2
Pittsburgh 8, Montreal 6
Philadelphia at Chicago,
ppd., rain
Atlanta 2, San Diego 0




San Francisco at Montreal
Cincinnati at Chiqpgo
San Diego at Houston, (n)
Los Angeles at Atlanta, (n)
St. Louis at Philadelphia, (n)


















Tryouts for theYony League
will be held this weekend at
the league field.
Tryquts will be on Saturday
from 9 a.m. until noon and on
Sunday from 1 p.m. until 3
p.m.
All 13 and 14-year-old boys
and girls are invited to attend
the tryouts.
Prospective players should
come with a glove and a birth
certificate.
• • •!•,rn, ,
TIGERS—Members of the Murray High Tiger baseball teem are top row, left to right, Coach Charles Archer, Bred Taylor, Greg
Syria, Lindsey Hudspeth, Larry Watkins, Jeff Oakley, Dean Cherry, David Stripling and Alan Gibbs. Front row, Mickey Spann,
David Mathis, Tony Bayless, John Denham, Bill Wilson, Eddie Rhodos, Bob Merman and Thomas Kendall. The Tigers will be
playing Calloway County at the old city park Friday in a 4 p.m. contest.
(Staff Plies by MB. Brandoe)
McKinney Finds Success
For A's, Yanks Win One
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Rich inney had to intake
a choice between ciiiving a
truck and driving a baseball.
It was no choice.
"Mr. Finley called me and
told me it would be the best
chance I had since I came to
Oakland and I would be foolish
not to report," saidlAcKinney.
- Mr -Finley is Charles 0.
Finley — owner of the
Oakland A's. And McKinney is
glad h€1 called him.,
Since pilttilig on Oaltlaild'g
colorful uniform late in spring
training, McKinney has been
hitting with authority, and
Wednesday be slugged his
third home run of the season,
leading the A's over the
Milwaukee Brewers 4-2.
McKinney also drove in a
run with a single, helping the
A's break a three-game losing
streak.
McKinney is as surprised as
anybody about his quick start.
Usually, he does not start
hitting homers until mid-
Season. He had -22 list year
Blue-Gold Grids Game
To Be Held Saturday
The Blue-Gold Football game, which traditionally ends
spring practice arMurray State University, will be Saturday
night. The game will begin in Roy Stewart Stadium at 7:30
o'clock.
The Blue team will be led by quarterback Mike Dickens,
the Gold team by Roger Rushing-and David Rirdch.
Tickets for the game will be $1 for adults, and 50 cents for
children. Murray State students may gain admittance by
showing their ID cards.
Coach Bill Furgerson says that in the last Racer scrim-
mage (last Saturday), the team's offensive units appeared to
be catching up with the defense. The second offensive unit
scored a touchdown on a pass and a field goal (set up by a 70-
yard run) against the first defensive unit. The long run was
by junior college transfer Tyrus Brown. Another transfer
running back, Austin Perine, and Mayfield sophomore Ran-
dy Jones have been impressive in spring drills.
The Racers, with more than 30 lettermen back from last
year's team which closed out the season with victories over
Austin Peay and Western Kentucky, and who missed the OVC
championship by two, two-point losses, expect one of their
best teams in years next fall. .
How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us fora real estate Large loans for homeowners.
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, arid what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate valves are up. pp. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your ocket.










22,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 8,612.16 17.80%
28,500 $ 90.41 80 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
25,600 $124.41 DO $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,600 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Aanwil Pstoantage Hata
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Were got your JOall
Up to nsoa
with Oakland's farm club at
Tucson, a seas6n he thought
might be his last in organized
baseball.
"I was going to quit this
season because I hadn't had a
real shot with Oakland in
three years," said McKinney,
who planned to drive a truck
in Ohio before the call from
Finley.
In other American League
games, the Texas Rangers,
beat the Seattle Mariners 5-2,
the Chicaso White Sox edged
the California Ang.6 3-2, The
Minnesota Twins stopped
the Kansas City Royals 3-2,
the Detroit Tigers nipped the
Boston Red Sox 3-2, the
Baltimore Orioles whipped the
Cleveland Indians 7-2 and the-
New York Yankees outscored
the Toronto Blue Jays 7-5.
Rangers 5, Mariners 2 - -
Dave May and Toby Harrah
smashed home runs, leading
Texas, over Seattle. May hit a
two-run homer in the third
inning. liarrah collected his
fourth homer of the season.
Seattle's Juan Bernhardt also
smashed his fourth homer of
the year, a solo_ shot in the
fifth.
White Sox 3, Angels 2
Eric Soderholm reached
base four straight times
against Nolan Ryan on three
hits and a walk, leading
Chicago over California.
Soderholm, who sat out the
1976 season with a knee injury,
collected two singles,
homered and drove in a run.
Ryan struck out six,
regaining the American
League strikeout lead from
teammate Frank Tanana. He
walked seven, however. White
Sox starter_ Chris Knapp also
walked seven.
Twins 3, Royals 2
Utilizing five double plays
and solo homers by Larry
Hisle, Dan Ford alld Craig
Kusick, Minnesota nipped
Kansas City. Hisle and Ford
tagged starter Paul Splittorff
with successive homers,
giving the Twins a 2-0 lead in
the third.
Tigers 3, Red Sox 2
Veteran Rusty Staub and
rookie Steve Kemp lined solo
homers off Boston's Luis
Tiant, helping Detroit beat the
Red Sox. Detroit right-hander
Vern Ruhle, 2-1, earned his
first victory over the Red Sox
since Sept. 29, 1974, his rookie
'season, with eighth-inning
relief help from Steve
Foucault and John Hiller.
Orioles 7, Indians 2
Doug DeCinces rapped a
two-run first-inning homer off
Wayne Garland, a former
teammate who defected , to
Cleveland for a lucrative free
agent contract, and Baltimore
went on to defeat the Indians.
Rookie Scott - McGregor,
making his first start of the
season against his more
celebrated rival, needed
eighth-inning relief from
Dennis Martinez as the '
Orioles notched their fifth
straight victory and cOrn-
pleted a three-game sweep of
the Indians.
Yankees 7, Blue Jays 5
Willie Randolph hit his first
home run in more than a year
and Don Gullett notched his
first American League
triumph as New York snapped
a five-game losing streak by
defeating Toronto.
Gullett, who signed with the
Yankees after playing out his
option with the World
Champion Cincinnati Reds,
allowed three runs and six hits
in the first three innings, then
held the Blue Jays hitless until
they chased him with two runs
on three hits in the eighth.
Playoffs At
A Glance





Philadelphia 113, Boston 101,
series tied 1-1
Portland 101, Denver 100,
Portland leads series 1-0
Los Angeles 115, Golden State








Golden State at Los Angeles






Philadelphia at Toronto, Fly-
ers lead 3-2.
Boston at Los Angeles,
Bruins lead 3-2
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston, if nec-
essary







Winnipeg 3, San Diego 0, Win-
nipeg leads series 3-2.
Houston 4, Edmonton 1, Hous-
ton leads series 3-1
Friday's Game
Edmonton at Houston









The Murray High girls' and
boys' tennis teams combined
in a co-ed match Wednesday
and took a 9-0 win over St.
Mary in a match played on the
Tiger courts.
In the girls' play, Kathy
Outland won 8-1 at number one
over- Gail Cvengross while at
number two, Candy Jackson
took an 8-1 win over Pam
Trigolo.
Robyn Burke won 8-2 at
number three over Geanine
Hunt while at number four,
Jill Austin took an 8-0 win over
Sandy Story.,
In the Wys' play, Brent
Austin won 8-0 at number one
over Marcus Cooper while at
number two, Raymond Sims
won an 8-1 match over David
Langston.
The girls' doubles play
found Outland-Jackson
winning 8-1 at number ^ne
over Cvengross-Trigolo while
at number two, Burke-Austin
won 8-3 over Hunt-Story.
In the boys' doubles match,
Sims-Austin won 8-0 over
cooper-Langston.
The Tiger boys and girls will
be in action today as they host
Union City.
.4i sir 4, ,.PieflieS1P10"41.01....fagair
Gary Hobbs Gets five
Hits, Cards Rip Tigers
Gary Hobbs hobbled the
hobbled Murray High Tigers
Wedensdiy afternoon at
Holland Stadium.
Hobbs, a Mayfield junior,
clubbed five hits in (We trips
to the plate as the Cardinals
blasted the Tigers 8-4.
In his last two games
against Murray High, Hobbs
has ripped nine hits in top
trips to the plate.
Besides being hobbled by
Hobbs, the Tigers were
hobbled with injuries.
Catcher Dean Cherry suf-
fered an ankle sprain and will
be- out of' action for a few
games, first baseman David
Mathis caught a spike on the -
heel and had to get nine
stitches and third baseman
Jeff Oakley injured his thumb
and may miss a few games.
Murray, started off well by
getting three runs in the first
inning off 6-8 Cardinal
sophomore righttiander David
Youngblood.
The only hit in the frame
came on a one-out single by
Bill Wilson. Lindsey Hudspeth
walked to put men on at first
and second and on an at-
tempted fake bunt, Wilson
broke for third. The throw
from the Mayfield catcher
sailed into left and Wilson
scored the first run of the
game. Jeff Oakley then
walked to load the bases.
Tony Bayless got hit by a
pitch to force in _a run and
after Brad Taylor fanned for
the second out of -the inning,
Dean Cherry, was hit by a
pitch to dtive in a run. Mickey
Spann "wentdown on strikes to
end the inning, leaving the
bases stranded.
Mayfield tied it with three




an infield single and _Hobbs
follod' with— a hit. Jesse
Holder then ripped a two-run
single and after a flyout, he
came hortie on a Tiger-error,
tying the contest.
Mayfield went up 4-3 with a
single tally in the fourth when
an error and a missed fly ball
by leftfielder Tony Bayless
scored a run.
The Cardinals made it 5-3 in
the fifth when Mark Buck
singled in Joey Shelton, who
had led off the inning being hit
by a pitch.
- Murray's final run came in
the fifth when Bayless singled,
went to second on a passed
ball, third on a single by
Taylor and scored when the
first baseman dropped the ball
on a pickoff attempt.
Mayfield wrapped it up with
three in the top of the sixth.
The big blow for the Car-
dinals was a two-run triple
into the gap in rightcenter by
Buck. Phil Sutherlin followed
with a sin4le, making it 8-4.
Youngblood went the route
for Mayfield. He scattered
five .hits while fanning • 10,
walking seven, and hItting.two.
Kendall was charged with
the loss for the tigers. He
hurled five innings, giving up
five runs, three. of which were
earned. Eendall gave up six














Mayfield OM 113 0 8-13-2
Murray an 010 0 443
out five. '
Bob Thurman pitched the
last two innings, giving up
three earned runs on-six hits.
Murray is scheduled to play
ktwinight doubleheader today
with Camden providing the
competition in the 4 p. m.
contest and Henry County
facing the Tigers at 7 p. m.
Friday, the Tigers. now 1-1
on the season, meet Calloway



















ST LOUIS (AP) — Somebody should have warned Jon
Matlack to stay out of the path of hot-hitting Ted Simmons.
The New York pitcher failed to get the 'Message Wed-
nesday and was rocked by a three-run Simmons home run
tnat Paved the path to a 4-2 St. Louis Cardinals victory.
Simmons' wallop, his third of the year,-evoked memories of
another-blast, a grand 'slam homer, he belted off Matlack's
left-handed offerings on a previous date.
He was warming,up in the bullpen for-his next start," the
swital-hitting Cards catcher recalled of the 1975 incident.
. "Red Schoendienst had me pinch-hit for Reggie Smith.
Their manager, Yogi Berra, looked out to the bullpen and
raised his left arm. Matlack came in. I connected and we won
the game 4-0." • - , •
Simmons' Wednesday homer, while lacking the earlier
blow's dramatics, was equally decisive in unlocking a
previously scoreless duel.
Don Kessinger's single, only the fourth Cards hit, led off
the sixth inning but Matlack, 0-2, fanned Bake McBride.
Hector Cruz then singled up the middle to send Kessinger
to third and Simmons, after fouling back a fast ball, clouted
the next delivery off the top oT the wall in left field.
It was a fast ball-at the thighs," said Simmons,. whose
blow was St. Louis' 10th in 12 games compared to 63 for all of
1976.
"I was thinking 'be aggressive, look for the fast ball and
take a-good cut"' held: "If you get 1-ballin a zone and you
get a good cut, you'll hit it hard."
The home run was one of three hits, two of them singles, by
Simmons, accounting for all Cards runs by Simmons and
raisinghis batting average to .391.
"I think hitting homers is at, psychological thing," he
mused. "It's an attitude. You get to thinking in those terms to
a Certain degree. I've been hot like this before and I will
again. I'll bust this."
SPECIAL
No. 1 Seller








FACTORY INSTALLED OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
Seat Belts, Deluxe Front and Rear, Windows, Soft-Ray Tinted, Bench Seat, Notch
Back, Floor Mats, Auxiliary Front, Floor Mats, Auxiliary Rear, Moldings, Protec-
tive Side, Moldings, Bright Door-Edge Guard, Air Conditioner, Four-Season
Mirrors, Sports Styled DS Rearview, Aide-2.73 Radio, Engine 231 V-6, Tran-
smission, Turbo Hydra-rnatic, Emission System-Standard, Steering Wheel, Tilt-
Away, Spare Tire and Wheel-Conventional, Wheel Discs, Deluxe, Tires, FR78x15
White - Stripe S-B RAD, Compaticolor, Firethorn Reg, Radio Accommodation
Package, Antenna, Windshield, Front License Plate Bracket-Delete, Convenience
Group, Accent Stripe.
Offer Good Until May 1st.
PURDOM 
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MIS
Laker Baseball Team
Falls To Lyon County
The Callovay County High
School baseball team fell to 2-3
on the season after being
clubbed 1/-4 by Lyon County
Wednesdiy at the old city
park.
Lyor County scored three
runs tIthe top of the first and
at ate point in the game, held
a 1.1-1 lead.
The visitors put three runs
tei the board in the first inning
on a walk, a double and a
three-run homer by Walker.
Calloway countered with a
single run in their half of the
first as Kenneth McCuiston
led off with a triple and Danny
Rogers followed with a run-
scoring single.




The Murray High golf team,
paced by the hot play of senior
Gary Sullivan, took a 157-171
win over Calloway County
Wednesday at the Oaks
Country Club.
Sullivan fired a one-under
par 35 to claim medalist
honors in the dual match.
Howardlionnefollowed with
a37 for the Tigers while Lynn
Sullivan and Nick Hibbard
rounded out the scoring for
Murray with 42 and 43_
respectively. Trent Jones shot
a 44 and Steve Hussung a 47.
For the Lakers, Bobby Fike
shot 40, Kevin D'Angelo 42,
Tommy Fike 42 and Rex
Jackson 47. Keith Edwards
had a 48 and Mike Howard a
51.
Murray High, 2-1 on the
season, hosts 'rilghnian today
in a dual match at the Murray
Country Club.
_ _The Lakers.. winless in fiVe ---





AKRON, Ohio - Matt
Surine‘of Longview, Wash.,
took a 23-point lead in the first





AUSTIN Tex - Wilmer
Allison, a top tennis player in ,
the 1930s died of an apparent
in the third, three in the fourth
and two more in the sixth to
make it 10-1.
In the bottom of the sixth,
Randy McMillen clubbed a
solo shot about 350 feet to
make it 10-2 then in the last of
the seventh, McMillen singled
in the final two Laker runs.
The single scored Tommy
Chavis and Ricky Garland,
both of whom had reached on
walks.
The Lakers, who were outhit
12-9-in the game, left' eight
runners stranded on the
basepaths.
Teddy Alexander worked
three and two-thirds innings
and took the loss. He gave up
six runs, five of which were
earned, while being touched
for seven hits.
Ronnie Gibson worked the
last three and one-third
frames. He gave up four runs,
all of which were earned, and
gave up six hits.
The Lakers play a 4 p.m.
game today ,at Mayfield
against Lowes before hosting
Murray High at 4 p.m. Friday
at the old city perk.
takers
ab r
K. MeCuiston-cf 4 1
Rogers-lb 4 0
3 1
Garland-lb . 2 1
R. Gitemooes 4 0
McMillen-3b 4 1.
Elarmert  2




Herndon-as  1 0
Totals 30 9
102 31_12 0 10-12-1
100 on 2 44-2
ma" aftr..rfterellafateder meroftfteriewsz-e•vatkirtouwersiek...! -sire4 aeallaines-ear-..sw...4..erewuceese. 44,
LAKERS-Menthers of the Calloway Comity besobaN tow this semen are top row, left to right, Comb Kent Barnes, Scott
Barrow, Steve Barnett, Ricky Garland, Mark Nonsdes, Rsatly McMillen, Tommy Chavis, Kelly White and assistant coach Hawk
Taylor. Front row, Fred Kemp, Danny Rogers, Philip Peeler, Kenneth McCeiston, Dan Potts, Teddy Alexander, Larry Frankhauser
and Ronnie Gibson. In front is Everett Hart. The Laken, now 2-3 on the season, play host to Murray High Friday.
(Sten Photo by Mike ikearion)
Racer Women Lose Dual
Meet, First Time Ever
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Carla Coffey is probably
somewhere above cloud nine
today.
Coffey, a former All-
American on the Murray State
women's track •team, is now
the head track coach for .the
women's team at Western
Kentucky.
` Never in the history of
Murray State had the Racer-
women:been-defeated ina daal
track , Meet. But it finally
happened as Western Ken-
tucky won 77-69 over the
Racer women in Stewart
Stadium Wednesday at-
ternoon.
"I'd sat and figured it all
up," MSU coach- Margaret
Simmons said.
"Western has so much
talent and depth. I thought
,we'd lose by 50 -fitirrita;"
he attack. He was 72. Simmons said, was second in 12:37.9 and Lyn school record as she won the
 Murray actually had a •Barber third in 12:42.3. 880-yard run in 2:23.1. The old
chance to win. , Then came the mile-relay,, record was set by Pat Ward in
At The end of the 220-yard with the winner getting five ten,









Stored heat can ra-
diate through ceil-
ing, putting an extra







the cooling load on
conditioner.an air 
1
Our lowest price ever
12-in. dia.
Rust-resistant ventilator
and flashing. Lubricated Was 829.98
bearing for quiet operation.
Wind-powered so there's no
operating costs!







twice as dente as our
best water heaters to
keep water hot long-




• Shipping, installation extra c- *
• Prices are catalog prices
Sattsfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
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lead with three events left; the
two-mile relay, the two-mile
run and the mile-relay. -
Murray won the two-mile
relay to pick up all five points
in the event. The Racer
women were clocked in 10:34.5
with Kathy Schafer,. Candy
Belcher, Jewel Hayes and
Carol Schafer running the
legs. That made the score 72-
Murray State set a new
school record in the mile-relay
but .still, it Wasn't enough.
Western won the event in 4:04
while Murray was 2.5 seconds
behind. .
We tried as hard as we
could but losing ,three of the
four relay races really killed
us," Simmons said.
Did Simmons find any
60. consolation in losing to one of
• .."We- knew: A11--we- could- take---hei-fertner great- rupers?
-two-of the three-placvsin-the---, hate-to iese...te_anyene,"
two-mile run then come back. Simmons said.
and win the mile-relay, we Though biey did lose, the
could win the meet," Simmons Racer women had some
said. Superb performances in the
Murray didn't take two meet.
places in the two-mile run. Mary Jane Gates cleared 5-2
Instead, the Racersiswept the in the high jump and took
event and picked up nine more second .. place. The effort
points, making it 7249. produced a tie for the school
Glenda Calabro, a record, which is held by Carla
sophomore, won the two-mile
In r2t).4- while Sharon Mat"
Coffey
Oita Iifiter else iel a
ANOTHER RECORD-Karen Wilson (extreme right) of the Racers finished first in the 100-meter
hurdles in 14.2 for a new school record. In second place from Western is Gail Norris while
Murray's Betty Fox (extreme left) finished third.
Soccer On Decline, Football
May Be On Upswing In Europe
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Two
semi-professional American
football teams will tour
Europe to play a five-game
series for the fledgling
Intercontinental Football
League this summer.
The Iowa Nite Hawks and
the Chicago Lions, both
members of the Northern
States Football League, leave
in June for the series in
Austria, Germany and
France.
Organizers of the league
hope the tour signals the start
of increased interest in
American football overseas.
"There has been a drastic
and dramatic decline in
soccer interest in Europe,"
explained Bob Kap, founder of
the IFL. "It does not relate to
the people anymore."
-There are empty stadiums
for %any soccer games
throughout Europe and that is
the reason Kap and Carroll
Catler, president of the IFL,
believe that American-style
football will be a hit there '
"What do they need with
soccer, when they can have
American football" said
Kap.
Last year, the IFL imported
two college teams, HenderSon
State and Texas A&I for three
games in Europe. Playing in
West Berlin, Vienna and
Paris, the two college teams
averaged better than 20,000
fans per game. The contest in
Austria drew 30,000, more
than doubling the combined
attendances of seven
professional soccer games
played in the country that day.
• Kap, who once coached the
Dallas Tornado of the North
American Soccer 1Rague,
thinks American footbancan't
miss on the continent.
"I'll tell you what," he said.
"I'll take American football in
Europe and you can have
European soccer in tht United
States. We'll see wbb has More
Mark in the 100-meter hurdles
where she won the event in
14,2. She held the old record of
14.3.
The 880-medley relay team,
_which lest-to Western, also set
a new school mark.
_Calabro was thenniy double
winner for the Racers .as she
earned wins in the two and
three-mile rims.
The Racer 'women' will
cqz,:npete in the -KWIC .Meet
which will be held Saturdpy
Lexington.
The following week, the
Racers will participate in the
Becky Boone Relays at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Here ..are the complete
results of the meet:
success."
- Eventually, Catler and Kap
would like to see a self-
sustaining European league
consisting of perhaps a -half
dozen local teams including
some American players, just
as Japanese baseball teams
use ex-major leaguers from
the United States.
For the moment, the IF4,
will offer the Nite Hawks and
Lions, two top minor league
teams, to promote the sport.
Like so many minor league
teams, the two clubs have a
host of ex-college players.
Their rosters are often
scanned by National Football
League clubs and three
members of the Iowa team,
defensive tackle Tyrone Dye,
tight end Bill Larson and wide
receiver Daye Jackson, all
recently were signed as free
agents by the Washington
Redskins. Jackson and Dye
both played at Iowa and
Larson came out- of Colorado
State.
Shot Pia, J. James, • WKU, 33-101A;
Willie Estes, MSU, 32401-4; Kim Coats,
,M,314.
610 Medley Relay - WKU Thomas,
-
Three-Mile 7- tims14 Catairo, MSU,
19:24.5; Jean Wagner.w mat, 1917.6;
Lyn Barber, MSU, 19:24.5
440-Relay - WKU 1Cole, Bradley,
HarriB' DISCOIllfnasBush48,.3.WICU, 119-4; Kim
Coates, MSU, 114-11i lion, WKU, 1064
Mile Sharon Macy. -MSU, 1:52.4;
Cathey Foster, ',KU, 6:01.2: Karen
Macey, $3J,6:03
100-Meter Hurdles - Karen Wilson,
MSU, 14.2; Gail Harris, W1CU, 14.4; Bet-
ty Fox. MSU. 14.7
444-yard dash - Marsha Cole, Mal,
59.$; Dee Coieman, MSU, 61.3; Kathey
Schafer, MSU, 92.6
Javelin - Easson, WKU, 1104; Lee
Stoldey, MSU, 104-10; Jan Cusick, MSU,
954
nigh Jump - Anna Jones, WKU, 5-2;
Mary Jane Crates, MSU, 5-2; Gad Harris,
W1CU, 4-10
100-Yard Dash - Sandra Thomas,
WKU, 10.9; Karen Wilson, MS12, U.0;
Awe Bradley, wxu,ri: 03 •
880-Yard Run - Carol Schafer, MSU,
2:23.1; Ivy Crider, P.1SU, 217.3; Pat
Moore, WKU. 2 • 33.2
Long Jump - Bradley, WKU, 1840;
Brenda Weicienbenrier, Mal; 17-10;
Mary Jane Gates, MSU, 17-54
.400-Meter Hurdles - . Anita Jones.
WKU, 1:05.4; Mary Jane Gates, MSU,
1 .080; Jewel Hayes, MSU. 1.00.1
220-Yard Dash - Sandra Thomas,
WKL1, 25.4, Marcia Cole. WKU, 25.5;
Angie Dradley, WKU, 2a.2
Two-Mile Relay' - Murray iK.
Schafer, Belcher, Hayes, C Schafer
• 10.341 •: - --- --
Two-Mile Run - Glenda Calabro,
MSU. 12 264: Sharon Macy. MSU,
12 379 Lyn Barber, MSU, 12 423
Milt Relay - wK u Br. an,
Barns, Jones 4.04.0
404 4, 44sor,41,429199p. lardier, VW.
NBA Officials Show. No
Signs Of Ending- Strike
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
National Basketball
Association shows no signs of
backing off frnin its position
against collective bargaining
with its striking referees
despite a 48-hour halt to
picketing by the 24 tnembers
of the National Association of
Basketball Referees.
Richie Phillips, attorney for
the striking referees, had said
earlier this week he was
"somewhat ontimistic" that a
settlement to the 12-day
walkout could be reached this
week. And Wednesday, the
referees suspended picketing
for 48 hours in an attempt "to
foster good relations" with the
NBA, according to Phillips.
Grind . relations are one
thing, but a change. in the
NBA;s . position is another
matter.
NBA, Deputy Commissioner
Simon Gourdine issued a
stat6ment Wednesday night
indicating, the league had
received inquiries "con-
cerning possible movement
towards settlement of the
strike," bet reiterated' the
league's position against
collective bargaining with its
referees.
"Front the beginning of the
dispute,"_spourdine said, "Met
NBA has been _willing to
-negotiate with the rereries on
an individual basis for the
playoff games, with other
issues to be negotiated after
the playoffs.
"That continues to be our
_position. We are heartened if
the increased . speculation
concerning a possible set-
tlement is an indication that
the referees now realize the
reasons for settling the
dispute on this basis are both.
sound and fair."
Phillips, however, says the
refe'rees, remain firm M their
demands for collectiire
bargaining .and-have no, in-
tention of settling on an -in-
dividual basis.
The strike began April 10,
the final day of the regular'
season, and since then the
has . staffed its games
with officials from minor
leagues and college ranks to
supplement the two non-
striking officials, Richie
Powers and Earl Strom.
The striking refs have
picketed, a number of playoff





Tryouts for the. Kentucky
League will be held April 28
and 29 at 4 p. m. at the old
Little League field.
Any boy-or girl ages nine or
10 and who will not have
reached their Ilth birthday by
August I are eligible play-
Kentucky League baseball.
There - are also sOme
coacling vacancies and
anyone interested in becoming
a coach should contact Jim
Newsqnie 753-9986,
NEW RECORD-Carol Schafer crones the hoe in first place
to win the 11110-yard run in a new Murray State school record of
2:23.1. Behind Schafer is teammate Ivy Chreste who was
second in the event.















5 P M!Char-broiled Steaks  
Alaskan King Crab Nights will be Thurs., & Fri., May 5 & 6.
We will feature this delicacy on the lust Thurs. S. In. Nights each month.
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PRESENT TROPHY-Members of the Murray Special Olympics Basketball team present their
_
second place trophy to Middle School principal Robert Glinn Jeffrey. Left to right are Craig Perry,





took second plac'e last
weekend 'in the Great Lake
Regional Tournament held at
Michigan City, Indiana. •
Murray traveled by bus
along with the Marshall
County SpecialeOlympics
team and stayed at the
Howard Johnson Motor Lodge
in Michigan City. •
The youngsters enjoyed the
facilities which included
sauna, swimming pool and
'gairre rdonl Privileges:
• A victory dinne-FiWgike
was held at Rogers High
School and entertainment was
provided by Soul Express, a




game was providvd- lay- the
Slyiners Oriental Band. The
Special Olympics team was
also entertained by a
prefessional magic show. -
Murray opened touruey play
by taking a 36-35 win over
Brown, Ind., then in the
semifinals, won 36-35 over
Danville, Ill.
In the championship game,




defeated by Marshall CouAty,
theys continued' their
friendship on the Crip back as
the two teams had become
close friends on the trip to
Michigan City.
Each of the boys in the
tourney received an individual
trophy, a souvenir mug, a
personalized Murray t-shirt
- and socks with school colors.
1,4
The trip to the tournament
was made possible by
donations made by several
local civic organizations, local
business groups, and private
individuals.
The team also received
money by having a benefit
'basketbaligarne, a work day
and a bake sale.
Members of the Murray
'team 'included Craig Perry.
David Reed, James Cavitt,
Tim Foster, Mark Smith,
Gary Walls, Kenny Davis,
Walter. Payne, Ronnie Pace,_
Tim Pace •ClAtlea-Caidwell,"
Marcus Cavitt, Stacy Smith,
Keith Beane and Vincent
Walls.
Coaches for the team in-
cluded David Gallagher as
head coach along with Bill
Garnett, C. L. Watts, Audrey
Brown, Nickie Ulrich and
,Lynn Hewitt._ _
AKE THAT-Billie Pratt (right) of Murray is regarded as one of the top young boxers in
Europe. The Golden Gloves fighter, a graduate of Murray High, is serving in the Army.
Professional Athletics Has
No Place To Go But Bankrupt
ByThe Associated Press
• NEW YORK i AP) - Within
the next two or three years,
barring an unexpectedly
sharp return to sahity, the
baseball superstar will be
making between $300,000 and
;600,000 (a year and the
average starter will be in the
;200,000 bracket. -
A half-dozen clubs, facing
bankruptcy, will be ready to
toss in the towel.
This is the 'paradoxicilly
.-mind-boggling yet bleak
picture being painted today by
a man who acknowledges that
his craft is at the root of this
lopsided situation threatening
the very foundations of big-
time professional sport..
"Greed and avarice have
got us into this fix," admits
Bob Woolf, a youthful, live-
wire Bostonian who was the
pioneer in the flourishing
Coaches Needed
tor Park League
Coaches are needed to help
in the Park League baseball
program thjs season.
The Park Leaguers are ages
seven and eight.
Anyone interested in helping
coach should contact league
president Clyde Adkins at 753-
7722.
• The season for- • the Park
Leaguers will open on June I.
profession of player
management.
"nit danger is tremen-
dous."
Woolf, 49, a native of Por-
tland, Maine, graduate of
Boston College and Boston
University Law School, is a
lawyer. The sports world
knows him better as an agent.
He is identified by an
inevitable black satchel. He
sits in the smoke-filled rooms
of team executives and
hammers out contracts for
today's athletic heroes.
He and men of the same
calling are the Evangalist who
create sports millionaires
such as Catfish Hunter,
Kareem 'Abdul-Jabbar, O.J.
Simpson and Bobby Orr.
The exception is that Woolf
has broken ranks and become
a modern-day Paul Revere,
Sounding an alarm over
agents' abuse of their
negotiating roles. He has
lectured on college campuses
- including Harvard - and
only recently set forth his
misgivings in a book entitled
"Behind Closed Doors."
-I have lived through the
demise of the World Football
League and the American
Basketball Association. l have
seen franchises fold 4n the
World Hockey Association,"
h'e says.
"I have seen superstars
becothe instant millionaires,
Aryitu. -....F•risr...---arir.:_41•61101Coturser
Expos Get Three Homers From- c
Gary Carter But Still Lose
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos' latest
loss cannot be blamed on Gary
Carter.
Carter slammed three home
runs, but they weren't enough
to prevent the Pittsburgh
Pirates from snapping their'
three-game losing streak with
an 8-6 triumph over the Expos
Wednesday.-
"Unfortunately we lost and
that doesn't make it a good
day," Carter said.
But after.thinking about his
feat, he added: "I'm very
thrilled about my effort and
thankful for a lot of things.'It's
a good day and it's probably
not going to come back for a
lJng time, so I'm goit3 to 
dwell on it for althile."-- ---
Two-run homers by Phil
Garner and Dave Parker led
the Pirates' attack. .
In 'other National League
games „Wednesday, Los
Angeles edged Cincinnati 3-16
St. Louis downed New York 4-
2, Atlanta blanked San Diego
2-0 and San Francisco nipped
Houston 1-0. • --
The game between the*
Philadelphia Phillies and
Chicago Cubs was rained out
OK 4'4 innings with the Phils
leading 2-I.
Dodgers 3, Reds 1
For pitcher Don Sutton,
beating Cincinnati was like
being an oviermatehed boxer.
"I felt like Carmen' Basilio
waltzing my way past
Muhammad Ali," said Sutton
after scattering seven hits and
defeating the Reds for the first
time since July, 1975.
Home runs by Dave Lopes
and Ron Cey provided all at
the rims needed by Sutton,
who weathered several Cin-
cinnati threats in pitching the
Dodgers to their seventh
straight victory. It was the
Reds' eighth loss in their last
10 games.
, Cardinals 4, Meta 2
Ted Simmons drbve in all
four St. Louis' runs as the
Catda' .atfeated Ott
behind Eric Rasmussen.
Simmons clobbered a three-
run homer-and a run-scoring
single off loser Jon Matlack.
Bruce Boisclair hammered a
two;run homer in the ninth for
New York.
- Braves 2, Padres 0
A home run by Jeff
Burroughs waienough to give
Atlanta its victory over San
Diego and the Padres' Cy
Young Award-winning left-
hander, Randy Jones. The
Braves added an insurance
run in the sixth when Gary
Matthews doubled and Rod
Gilbreath drove him home
with a single.
Winner Andy Messersrnith
held San Diego to just four hits
in seven innings before
leaving the game with a
muscle cramp in his left side.
Giants 1, Astros 0
Three San Francisco pit-
chers combined to hurl a four-
hitter and Rob Andrews
singled home the game's lone
run as the Giants defeated
Houston. It was Houston's
fifth straight defeat.
Pinch hitter Terry Whitfield
singled leading off the Giants'
eighth, was sacrificed to
second and scored on
. Andrews' single.
Haneki pitched the first-
seven innings for San
Francisco, giving up all four
Astros hits. Randy Moffat
came on in the eighth and
Gary Lavelle in the ninth.
TENNIS -
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. --
top-seeded Vitas Gerulaitis of
New York ousted Patrice
Dominguez of France 6-2, 6-2
in the opening round of the
$100,000 Virginia Beach
Tennis Classic.




By The Associated Press
Sometimes the best plays
are the ones that don't work.
Maurice Lucas saw a play
break down in the closing
seconds of Portland's National
Basketball Association playoff
. game against Denver Wed-
nesday night, but he knew
exactly what to do.
"I looked for Dave Twardzji
at the top of the key," Lucas
said, "but I didn't see him. So
I just took it one-on-one." ,
-Lueal *-6-rt48 clbse, then
spun and tossed up a tur-
naround jumper from 14 feet
with 11 seconds left in the
game. It went in, giving the
Trail Blazers a 101-100 victory
over the Nuggets in the opener
of their best-of-seven quarter-
final series.
7gers 113, Celtics 101
The 76ers got 30 points from
Julius Erving and 22 from
Henry Bibby against Boston.
As in the series opener, the
76ers jumped to an early lead
- but this time they held on.
Lakers Ilk Warriors SI
Kareem Abdul-fabbar was
the star for Los Angeles,
scoring 27 points and grabbing
16 rebounds, offsetting a 40-
point outburst by Golden St
te's Rick Barry.
Abdul-Jabbar clinched the
victory with 12 points in the
final quater as well as a key
block 'and a rebound in foe
closing seconds. The Warriors
had cut the lead to 110-106
before Abdul-Jabbar hit a
hook shot; biaelted-e• shot- by
the Warriors' Charles Dudley,
then smothered the rebound.
Philadelphia broke to a 34-22
lead after the first period, then
turned back each Celtics'
comeback- attempt. Boston
could come no closer than six
points during the second half. "
John Havlicek scored 31
points for Boston, which- was
without Coach Tom Heinsohri
for the second half. Heinsohn
was ejected from the game by
referee Richie Powers nine
seconds before halftime.
but for every one of these
fortunate men I have seen
dozens of others, men of great
talent, forced into idleness —
their skills and lives wasting
away.
"They are all dressed up
with no place to go. The
market has been drained by
the salary explosion."
Woolf contends much of the
• blame can be traced directly
to agents and lawyers who
have grubbed for everything
they can get without regard
for the industry.
"Leave a little on the table
- that's thy theory," he adds.
-What do you gain if you make
excessive demands and kill off
the source? It's not good
business practice."
Woolf is concerned not only
with the greed of some of his
cohorts but also their gall:
"Some even try to dictate that
their clients have special
starting and playing
privileges," he said.
Unrealistic as some salaries
are, Woolf said he fails to
understand the resentment
they generate among the fans.
"People think nothing of
Frank Sinatra or Sammy
Davis getting $100,000 for a
single night's performance,"
he said. "Or Paul Newman
getting 14' million for a movie.
Sports have become show
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Animal Noise Paint Sale.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIAL MOS COUPON
11 Save an extra 1 a gel.
on 4400' latex liaise point with thit comma.
51 ANNUAL HOUSE PAINT SALE $3 OFF PER GAL.
SPECIAL BONUS COUPON - • $1 OFF-PER GAL. 
oi TOTAL SAVINGS $4 OFF PER GAL.
, How IT WORKS: Each customer with this coupon will receive an extra
! discount of $1 00 off the price for each gallon of Sherwin-Williams A-100
2; I House Paint purchased .only at a Sherwin-Williams-store. This offer ts good
I from April 20 until May 16, 1977 Any sales tax must be paid by customer
b- I This offer is void where prohibited. Sxed or othe-wise restricted. The cash
-5.. redempbon value of this aoupon is 1/20 of one cent.
L 
SALE PRICE $ pp A GAL. WITH THIS COUPON
REG. PRICE $13.99
SALE PRICE WITHOUT COUPON $10.99
Setisfeettois Soereoteed
These coatings are a result of
extensive research and testing by
The Sherwin-Williams Company.
We guarantee your satisfaction in
the use of these products or your
purchase price will be refunded.
Sere '0°3 a feL
Style Perfeer Save 5 to If onLeta Well Point Aluminum Ladders.
Orly per loose palmist
prokkem to us.
Need help? Ask our factory certified
house paint specialists any questions
you might have. Ask about our
problem-solving manual. Ask about
a home inspection. We're there to help.
Flat finish or Satin Enamel..
SALE PRICE.
793
FLAT FINISH SATIN ENAMEL
reg price reg. price
$1093 $11.93 ..
Accent colors priced higher.
•
STEP LADDERS
6ft. sale price $16.95 reg. price $21.95
EXTENSION LADDERS
16 ft. sale mice $24.95 reg. price $31.95
20 ft. sale price $34.95 reg. price $42.95
24 ft. sale price $44.95 reg. price $53.95
Free deeoreting service. Use SeekAmerkerd, Mister Mile, Or our exteadet credit terms.
1700 stores, Melodist, one our poll.
Murray
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The historic right of
Americans to own their own
land has existed since the Or-
dinance of 1785 opened up the
public domain for settlement.
This week of April 17-23 has
been proclaimed as "Private
Property Week" — a nation-
wide.observance aimed at em-
phasizing the historic right of
Americans to own land, a right
that has existed even before the
Constitution was signed.
The local observance of
Private Property Week is being
promoted .by the Murray- -
Calloway County Board of
Realtors. The local board of
Realtors is a division of the
National Association of
Realtors, which is approaching
its 70th anniversary.
The primary purposes of the
Realtors have been to bring
about an improvement and





Each chapter has a strict
code of ethics it goes by to in-
spire .confidence with those
they deal with in the buying and
selling of property. The
Realtors also have a constant




Association boasts a_ mem-
bership of nearTY 500,000 mem-
bers, serving some 1,700 local
boards and 50 state
associations across the coun-
try. Among its goals is the
protection and, promotion of
private ownership of real
estate, a right Americans have
had since before our Founding
Fathers drew up the articles of
the Constitution.
As Americans, we join with
Realtors in celebrating Private
Property Week and salute our
Realtors for observing and
celebrating this important
right that belongs to all.
Garrott's Galley
Impromptu Kenlake Concert
Becomes Like MSU Reunion
By M. C. Garrott
A few nights ago, the word got around
as we were leaving a meeting that a
former member of the old Glenn Miller
band who was now a high school band
director in Chicago and a group of his
students were putting on an impromptu
concert at Kenlake Lodge.
Since the Glenn Miller band era was
just about "our time," Dewey and
Christine Stubblefield, Archie and
Boazie Simmons, and Cathryn and I
piled into Dewey's car and headed for
Kenlake. with echoes of "Tuxedo
Junction," "String of Pearls," "In the
Mood" and others of the Glenn Miller
fayoritegringing in our heads.
The youngsters were there as
rumored, playing away, and we took a
back seat. They were good, and
presented all kinds of duets, ensembles
and skits, as well as some pretty jazzy
music. Their version of Clyde McCoy's
immortal "Sugar Blues," as well as a
toe-tapping rendition of "In the Mood,"
were exceptionally well done.
++++++
I was dispatched by our group to find
out who they were and where they were
from, so I started with one of their bus
drivers. He directed me to a lady sitting
nearby. It's a small world!
The director turned out to be Watkins
P. Jones, whom Bootie and I knew
some years ago here on the Murray
campus as just plain Watt (Snuffy) -
Jones when he played with the Leroy
LOCAL ISSUES F0RL-111,
Responses On Alcohol
(EDITOR'S NOTE following are reader responses to the first in a series of Local Issues forums sponsored
by this newspaper, the Kentucky Humanities Councij and the Department of Humanistic Studies at Murray
State. Two articles, dealing with the pro and con sides of an important issue, are presented every other
Thursday with responses from readers being published the following Thursday. Watch for the second topic
in the five-part series in the Thursday, April 28, on of this newspaper).
Dear Editor: Dear Editor:
"Cheers" to Dr. T. Werke Beesley This is to positively-state that we the
for his article supporting the citizens of Murray are very much
legalization of the sale of araTE:) -OT in against the sale of alcoholic beverages
Calloway County! in oar' fair city.
Woe to the community that deceives
itself by suggesting that it has no vices.
Surely it is common knowledge in such
a small community the members who
do and do not indulge in alcohol.






I read with great interest the Pro and
Con on alcohol legalization, now that I
may add a few comments of my own.
First, anyone can play fast and loose
with statistics. "Studies" show either
an increase or decrease in revenue,
erime, police and court costs, welfare
etc. following legalization of alcohol are
worthless. Anything can be proven with
statistics.
Second, not being a native of Murray
I can assure you, and I hate to burst Mr.
Williams' bubble, that Murray is not
known as having a "wholesome
reputation" and as "a good place to
raise a family." It is considered a back-
ward hicktovm in the sticks of Ken-
tucky. site recent drug scandles in-
volving prominent locals, whether they
be' guilty or not, have done nothing to
enhance Murray's reputation
throughout the state.
Crime, corruption, vice, por-
nography, and the like exist here as
elsewhere. Murray is no better (or
worse) than anyplace else its size. The
sooner this is realized the better. The
argument that Murray needs to protect
, its superior moral climate is thus
without foundation. Murray does not
have a monopoly on morals.
My condolences to Mr. Williams, he
states that; "...the consumption of
alcohol for human pleasure defeats
man's purpose for existing."
Apparently Mr. Williams has never
partaken in a pleasurable activity in his
life, how terrible. That is his business
however, which brings us to the point
being, should the will of a few be im-
poseo on others?
I am repulsed by the idea that other
people think they know what is best for
me. No one is forcing anyone to drink,
but those who wish to do so should not
be forbidden by others' inane claims of
concern for his welfare. We complain
about Big Brother federal government,
but what is the difference here?
History is full of people who have
tried to impose their will on others, thus
all independent thinkers, in the words
Of Mr. Williams, "need tcrbe constantly












I would like to stand up and be
counted among those who fervently
oppose the legalized (or otherwise) sale
of alcohol in Calloway County.
Without even considering the moral
issues of the effects of alcohol, the
results of drinking (drinking - not
drunkenness) — deaths, highway ac-
cidents, physical and mental decay,
broken homes — are argument enough
against it. The adverse effects of
alcohol are a matter of statistics. What
are the statistics for the good effects? Is
there one? How could the legalized sale
of alcohol possibly make a community
abetter place in which to live?
It is my RIGHT as a lifelong resident
of this county to oppose it. In Mr.
Beasley's own words, "How do peoples'
minds work who determine to prevent
others from doing things they them-
selves choose not to do?"
The majority of us have chosen for
many Years to live without liquor stores
and taverns along our streets and high-
ways. Does he "determine to prevent"
our doing this?
Sincerely,




I have lived in a city with alcoholic
beverages available in the grocery
stores, drug, stores, package stores and
saloons. The alcohol problems were
greater there in my opinion (beer can
litter, drinking by those too young to
purchase alcohol, alcoholics, problem
drinkers, etc.) than the alcohol
problems evident in dry territories.
Alcohol has benefits as a depressant
drug when used medically, but its use
as a beverage needs to be controlled as
admitted by the existence of the
Alcohol Beverage Control Commission.
Better control of the use of alcohol can
be achieved through our city remaining
dry, and through stricter enforcement
of dry territory laws.
Each citizen has the responsibility of
helping to determine the type of
community they live in. Since alcohol is
a major health problem in our county
and since alcohol use is involved in
many accidents and crimes, I urge
citizens to discourage the use of alcohol
rather than encourage its use by






I agree With the con side. Calloway
County_ would have many  more 
problems if it were a wet county. With
four children, I fear it would have some'
effect on their future. .
A person, many times, with alcohol in
his blood just doesn't know what he or
she is doing.
I can understand why a vote on the
issue would not be appropriate at this
time because of the incident that took
place. That is an example of what
alcohol does. Would they have acted
any different had it been legal?
I do not feel alcohol is important or
accepted. It has been tolerated. Would
the one selling it put up with the drinker
until he sobered up? Would they think if
they were rich or poor or as how much
money they could get off them?
A drunk is a drunk, rich or poor. It
hurts the poor more because of the
burden they put upon their families to
support their habit.
How does one become an alcoholic? It
starts with one drink.
If the law is not abided by now, what
makes you think it would be if, it were
wet?
There are at least 76 passages on
drinking from the Bible. King James
version. The first mentioned in Gen.
9:20-26; Is. 22:13, drinking and car-
nality go together; Heb. 2:15, woe unto
him that giveth his neighbor drink, that
putteth the bottle to him and maketh
him drunken also; I Cor. 6:10, no
drunkerd shikll inherit the Kingdom of
God.
Our high school seniors will soon be
choosing a career for themselves. Will
it be Murray State? Do we wanrtheir
minds trained for the betterment of
their future, or mixed upwith alcohol.
Perhaps many have chosen Murray
because it is not a wet county. I hear we
have more and more coming to Murray
every year.
These figures are at least two years
old, I'm sure it is higher now: 28,400 of
50,000 killed in traffic accidents '!ach
year had alcohol in their blood.
There are other burdens that go along
with this such as broken homes,
disability and money.
An ancient &shrew legend tells it this
way:
The first cup of wine makes you feel
like a lamb,
The second cup will make you brave
like a lion,
The third will make you act like an
ape,
The fourth will make you wallow in
mud like a pig.
The above was taken from the book
"Between Parent and Teenager" by




Offerman band in the Late 1930's and
early '40s.
Watt directs five bands at, Rich East
High School at Park Forest, Ill. He and
71 of Pus band members were traveling
in two., big buses on a week-long tour of
this area. They had played in Evan-
sville; Ind., and at Calvert City before
coming to Murray. From Kenlake, they
were going to Harrisburg, ill., and on
into home, a suburb of Chicago.
+++++++
You learn something new every day,
and -that night was-no exception. Mrs.
Jones turned out to be the former
Douglas Mitchell of Paducah and
Memphis. She also was at Murray State
when we were, graduating in 1941. ,
She also is a sister of Lena Frances
Mitchell, who married Morris Carter, a
Mayfield bog) who also played with the
Offerman band. Morris is 'now a biggie
in music at the University of Illinois.
Stilt arfOther sister is Mrs. Jackie Pool
Prater, who lives at Calvert City.
++++++
Another coincidence: Among the
folks who just happened to be at the
lodge at the time and who wandered in
to hear the music-was a lady by the
name of Jean Mueller Pearson. She had
been a member of the Amherst, Ohio,
high school band in 1946, the first band
Watt directed after graduating from
Murray in 1942.
++++++
I tried unsuccessfully to speak to
Watt just for old times sake after the
-evening had-worn.* and Gartman was
getting restless to hit the road. When
the kids started putting on a series of,
skits, I thought it wouldhe a good time
to speak to him. Easing -along thewrill,--
to the front of the room,-I mariagethto
g-et his attention and beckoned to him to
come over to where I " was for a
moment.
"Can't you see I'm busy!" he
snapped, not recognizing me with my
greying hair and ample waistline. "I'm
busy working with these kids!"
Okay, good buddy, I thought. No big
sweat. Just wanted to say hello before I
headed home. Sorry I missed you.
Maybe next time...
10 Years Ago
Edwin Cain was the apparent low
bidder on the project of a four room
addition to Carter Elementary School,
according to bids opened at the meeting
of the Murray Board of Education.
Bill Britton of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home has been named to the
Board of Directors of the West Ken-
tucky District Funeral Directors
Association at the meeting held at Ken-
Bar Inn.
Miss Andrea Sykes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. N. F. (Dick ) Sykes of Murray,
and Thomas Reed Madison, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Madison, Sr., were
married April 9 at the First Methodist
Church.
T. Rafe Jones is attending the Ken-
tucky convention of the National
Association of Retired Civil Service
employees in Paducah today and
tomorrow.
20 Years Ago
The Murray City Council discussed
the zoning of Olive Boulevard at the
meeting held April 19. Mayor George
Hart presided.
David C. Jones graduated April 6
from recruit training at the Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
New officers of the Murray Jaycees
include Harold Beaman, Z. C. Ems,
John Sammons, and Jack Ward.
Prof. John C. Winter, teacher of piano
and organ, will present a program of
.organ music in the Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Department, Murray State
College, on April 23.
Miss Claudia Ann Farmer, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wesley Far-
mer, and D'an Wendal Cain, son of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. L. Cain, Jr., were married




Murray Ledger & AmEdirsi
It is foolish of us to worry about the
way things are going when anybody can
plainly see that they are going like they
always did ever since time began — up
and down and mostly down; which is to
say, times may change, but problems
don't.
0+0
Gradually, more and more people are
beginning to understand the horrible
impact of the government's practice of
inflating ( i.e., increasing) the money
supply. As this created — out-of-thin-air
purchasing medium is introduced into
the economy, prices of goods and
services are boosted upward. This, in
turn, creates a demand for wage in-
creases to compensate for the higher
prices.
And, of course, as wage increases are
granted, individual incomes ( expressed
in inflated dollars) mount; which to our
consternation, pushes us into ever
higher income tax brackets. The result:
Percentagewise, the government takes
more and more of our earnings, leaving
us less and less. -
This aspect of inflation and taxation,
little understood until recently, is
pretty well grasped today by large
segments of the population. Less well
understood and, probably, even more
destructive of our economic well-being,
is the fact that inflation and taxation,
combined, are progressively con-
fiscating- • the people's basic,- wealth-
under. the guise of taxing "capital
gains."
Rene A. Wormer, in an analysis
.0publistied by the Wall Street Journal
recently, explained one way the rip-off
works:
"Suppose you had bought your home
in 1940 for $50,000 and sell it in 1977 for
$150,000. Under- our Internal Revenue
Code, you would be held to have made a
'gain,' a 'profit,' of $100,000. The capital
gains tax would be computed as
follows: On the first $50,000 at 25 per
cent, or $12,500. On the balance of
$50,000 at 324 per cenk or $16,250. Total
capital gains tax: $28,750. Out of a sales
price of $150,000 you would have only
$121,250 left. So, let's see where this has
really left you. „
"Since 1940," Wormser continued,
"the dollar has lost about three-
quarters of its true value, its pur-
chasing power, So $150,900 today is
worth no more than was $50,000 in
1940. In other words, what you received
for selling your home was not one cent
more in true value than what you paid
for it. Therefore, when the government
,extracts $28,750 from you in a tas on
what it falsely holds as 'gain,' it has
confiscated almost 20 per cent of your
capital represented by your home."
To add to the horror story, Wormser
went on to explain, the "capital gains"
plunder can go as high as one-third of
the capital represented by your home
under a gimmick dreamed up by
Congress called the "minimum tax on
preference income." This, the author
pointed out, "was one of the nasty
'sleepers' in the 1976 act." -
"Is this practice cconstitutional?" he
asks. "Can our government confiscate
wealth under the pretext of .taxing
income?" a. -
Since it is doing it, we must presume
that it can. Until, that is, the people
have had enough and demand that the
plunder be brought to an end. •
. .
0+0
Courage is the art of being the only
one who knows you're scared to death.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Frequently in mw _COLBE131 Milan
stressed the fact that the Humane
Sotiely is a private organization and, as
such, it receives no money from tax
sources. 'It is entirely dependent upon'
income from dues and fund raising
schemes such as auctions and bake
sales,- and donations from members of
the community. Since the people of
Murray and Calloway County con-
tribute a large portion of the society's
expenses, it seems only fair that we
give a public accounting of where the
money goes.
During the past nine months, major
items of expense have included: -.
1) Veterinary bills — $456.00.
Expenses include eare of sick and in-
jured animals, spaying. etc.
(2) City-County Dog Pound — $230.00.
Although the society does not own Or
operate the pound, it has provided
materials aod equipment to improve
conditions for dogs in winter and
summer. Expenditures included puppy
chow and milk, dog dishes, lumber and
roofing, puppy warmers, paint, etc.
(3) Reimbursement to members who
board animals— $165. Food expenses.
( 4 ) Mileage (for picking up animals)
—$110.
(5) Educational supplies — $90.
Supplies include films, booklets on
animal care, pamphlets, bookmarks,
etc. ..
(6) Postage — $75.
17 Animal carriers, traps — $205.
(8) Telephone answering device
$290.
(9) Advertising — $35.
Of course, there have been other,
smaller expenses for a variety of
purposes, and expenses for food and
other items directly relating to animal
care have been considerably higher
than shown above since they have
frequently been paid directly by
members who have not asked for
reimbursement from the_.Society,-- -
Not one penny has gone for salaries
for officers in the Society, members
donate many hours of ;their personal
time and make considerable sacrifices
to aid animals. The beneficiaries,
either directly or indirectly (through
educational programs, for example)
have been the hundreds of herpless
animals we have helped in this area
during this period—injured dogs, stray
cats, abused animals, etc.
We think the donors in this area who
have supported us in the past have
"gotten their money's worth." But our
expenses continue to be heavy, and we
will be most g5ateful for any financial
help readers can send our way. — And
so will the animals.
If you would like to comment on these
columns, would like information about
the work of the Humane Society, or
would like to make a donation toward
its work, please write: The Humane
Society of Calloway County, PO Box
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The Threat of Cancer
Q • Ms. R S. writes that she ts
,surprised to learn 'that young
children are taught about
cancer in school. She wonders
if such information can estab-
hsh andue fear and anxiety
when supplied to youngsters
A. If 144.44 vilatiult on Carleee
is appropriately taught to
children. I do not think that it
will upset them. As a matter of
fact, they may find the facts
very fascinating, particularly
when they are related to their
individual lives
Roswell Part Memorial In-
stitute in Buffalo has supplied
reliable information on certain
malignant diseases to educa-
tors to use optionally in health
education courses throughout
New York state
The instruction would start
in fourth grade, and eMPhaSi5,-
is on preventton (especially of
skin and lung cancer) The plan
in the school system Ls to offer
more advanced c'ourses in
health education to the older
students, including the early
signs and symptoms of. the
more common rnalignanCles
and how they can be detected
Children are then more
aware of the dangers of over
exposing their skin to the
taraviolet rays in arilight and-
the dangers of pigmented
growths, which show changes
and imitation,
Knowing the relationship
between smoking and lung
cancer may result in
youngsters net getting hooked
on cigarettis l'ittortilutr is
more likely with early edt-a-
Bon
FJ L Blaraigame, MD:
Capable 'and interested
teachers may extend much
timely and needed help in
health education ('orns'ttng
misconceptions. promising in
in self-care in matters ii
health, and expanding insight
-wben_and..... how . Wyk
needed help will have lasting
benefits throughout the lives ttt
these youngsters
I believe that the benefit, tar
any difficul, wit!:
childhood • fears Ni•ii York •
leadership could' aoelt hi,
followed ho other
• ...••• • ••••• *At
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Applications for two sum-
mer music workshops offered
by the College.. of Creative
Expression at Murray -State
University should be sub-
mitted by May 10.
Dr. Joe. N. Prince, dean of
the college. listed-the dates
and directors of the three-day
workshops as follows:
— June 23-24-25, upper
elementary and middle school
music teachers workshop
grades five .through nine) to
be taught by, Irma Collins,
assistant professor of music at
Murray State.
— July 6-7-8, piano teachers
workshop to be taught by Dr.
Amanda Vick Lethco of
Houston, Texas, an in-
ternationally known piano
teacher whose instruction
ranges from beginners to
advanced master classes for
teachers.
Prince said each workshop
- provides the option for ear-
ning one semester hour of
university credit at either the
graduate or undergraduate
level for eligible participants.
The cost of each workshop is
$30. plus additional tuition fee
for academic credit.
Campus accommodations
are available in the dor-
mitories for $2.50 a night for
workshop participants. who
must' stay overnight.
Instruction in the workshop
for elementary-middle school
teachers will include the use of
materials currently used in










recorder, ,the Cambiata voice,
and use of contemporary
recordings as applied to
listening, singing, and per-
forming. Workshop par-
ticipants willbe involved in all
activities both individually
and in groups.
Topics of possible emphasis
in the - piano teachers





for the young students, a
practice plan for unanxious
results, teaching the child
with slight learning
disabilities, the parents' role,
and studio procedures-public
relations. -
Application forms or further
information about the
workshops may be obtained
by writing , to: Summer
Workshops, College of
Creative Expression, Murray
State University, Box 3029
University Station, Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Joe Dyer Named To
State Subcommittee
Joe H. Dyer, Chairman of
the Calloway County School ,
Board, has been selected to
serve on the Governor's Task
Force on Education.




FT. BRAGG, N. C. — Army
Private Marty. C._ Allbritten,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Allbritten, Route 5, Murray,
recently was assigned as an
engineer with the 82nd Air-
borne Division at*Ft. Bragg,
It- C. Pvt. --Alibrittert

















Won't crack, blister or
peel. For interior or
exterior Use. Weather
resistant. Ouiek dry-
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1401 W. MAIN•PHONE 753-4681 Specials Good Thurs. 21st thru Wed. 27Ih 
We Reserve The Right To Limit Ooontities













5 lb 59' L, CHARCOAL LIGHTER
22 oz $1.39
-50 ct -9 oz 89C




















, 12 oz.• 85'











excluding tobacco 8 Dairy
Limit 2 doz.
CHARMIN
4 Ra Pk: 2/99c
Limit 2 Pkg.
With 512.50 Add. Pur. Excluding
Tabacco 8 Dairy Products
Both These Super Values
With $25.00 Purchase or More
PRODUCE
Fancy Ripe "
TOMATOES .' lb. 49'
Fresh Crisp
LETTUCE Head 15'
U. S. No 1




























20' off 32 or, 99'•
$1.19
6 oz 49'
The Best Meats In Town





U. S. Choice Tender Cut
ENGLISH CUT
ROAST 89,
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Participants in Grades One to five in the Science Fair held at North Calloway Elemen-
tary School April 6, 7, and 8, were, left to right, first row, Russell Turner, third, Mark Baz-
zell, second, Tracy Burkeen, first, Kevin Conner second row, Jason Young, Shay Mit-
chell, Stephen Norsworthy, Anthony Cloys, Mitchell ford; third row, Karen Burgess,
Valarie Collie, Marcia ford, Michelle ford fourth row, David Thorn, Barbara Jones,
Vicki Edwards, and Michelle Marine.
„-
North Calloway participants in Grades Six to Eight in tbe Science Fair were, left to
right, first row, Jennifer Tucker, second place, eighth., Michael Vinosky, third place, six-
- --th, Trisha Clark, Shetry Outand, second place, eighth, Kevin Hopkins, first place, seven-
th, Mark Roberts, first -place, eighth, Regina Walker, second place, seventh, Teresa
Bridges, second place, seventh, Keith Lovett, first place, sixth, Mark Willie, first place,
sixth, Tracy Beach, second place, sixth; middle row, Kirk Starks, Mitzi Newsome, Rita
Duncan, Darlene Walker, John Mark Roberts, Rachel Lamb, Shanda Crick, Marsha 'Tur-
ner, Brad Bryan, second place, eighth, Teresa Brown; back row, Timmy Pritchett, Terry
McDougal, Richard Tremblay, Barbara Mathis, Danny Garland, David Murphy, Marty
Wyatt, Robert Duncan, Keith Albritten, Bob Dial, and Allen Wadkins.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Man Whose Arms Were Sewn On
After Accident Plans Wedding
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — was that if he survivied, he'd
"I'm a Pretty happy Man," be fitted with w.00den limbs.
says David Lynn Jackson, He said he'd never heard of
whose arms — severed in a the "reimplantation" process
mining accident — were at Jewish Hospital until he
successfully sewn back on- awoke in intensive care after
"I'm going home. That makes the arms were sewn back on.
me feel good." Miss Goff, who has been
surTghearnykshe,dtoneve'r'mdrireamacled"
the clock since the accident,
with Jackson almost around
possible, he has his arms said the two had planned to be
again. He's leving today for married April 9. Now they're
Baxter, Tenn., and on going ahead with plans to get
y , plans to get married Saturday in theSaturda
married.
Both of Jackson's arms
were "guillotined" just below
the elbow March 31 when he
tried to push another miner
out of the way of a piece of
falling metal inside a zinc
mine. -
He didn't make it in time.
The metal plate sheared off
his arms and also cut off the
right arm of Jerry Lee
Duncan, 25, of Elmwood City,
.:fenn. Duncan's injury was too
severe and doctors in Nash-
ville knew it couldn't be sewn
bad k on.
ism they flew SRI= and
his arms, paeked in jet, to
Louisville, where a team of
surgeons at Jewish Hospital
who specialize in
,"microsurgery" was waiting.
It took 12 hours to reimplant
the arms, and since the April 1
operation, Jackson and his
fiancee, Debbie Goff, 18, of
'Baiter, have been waiting for
news from the physicians.
On Tuesday, they told
Jackson his arms "looked
great" and said he could go
home. But he'll have to return
periodically, says Dr, Joseph
Kutz, whk) heads the
microsurgery unit here. -
Kutz said Jackson possibly
faces more surgery. He said
Jackson probably will regain
about 60 per -cent use Of his
right_arin in . a _year ...p. will
take perhaps twice that long
for 3ackson to regain partial
use of his left arm..
"He's a'sitC lllllllll replant,"
Kutl. said. "His arms look
good." -
Jackson said he's happy
because when he Was injured
in the mine, his first thought
Disgruntled Victims Of Flood  
Give List Of Demands For Aid
WILLIAMSON, W.Va. ( AP
— Disgruntlement over flood
relief efforts has led a group of
Mingo County residents to
threaten to try to cut off coal
production unless far-ranging
changes are made.
About 200 persons met
Tuesday night, drawing up a
resolution which called for
$15,000 grants to people who
lost their homes and $25,000
grants to businessmen who
lost their livelihood.
Charge It! 4 Ways To Pay
Illustrations Enlarged To Show Details
The group also said it did not
want mobile homes moved
into the area as temporary
• housing. IC said the per unit
cost of temporary housing
could be better be used for
permanent site development.
"The demands that we are
making are to be responded to
by the President of the United
States and-or Congress by
midnight Friday," said Jim
Bartlett, a teacher at a nearby
community college in Logan.
If the demands are not met,
Bartlett said the group had
considered such alternatives
as requesting "the
cooperation of the United
Mine Workers union and the
(Bituminous) Coal Operators
Association to join together
and call a strike. A second
suggestion was that we. band
together to see that no more
coal comes from the Tug
Valley area ... "
However, a spokesman for
the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration
said the proposals were
"beyond the mandate" of the
act setting up the federal
assistance. Spokesman Frank
Selib said Congress and the
President could modify the
act.
Selib said he understood the
frustration felt by residents
who lost their homes and
--businesses in the flooding two
week% ago..
" . . . Grumbling is
something you normally get
whenever you have an area
that was that hard hit," he
said. "But the role of the
federal government is to
supplement the state work —
not to come„in and make them
whole again,
"It's a state disaster, and
what we can do in support of
helping the state is very
rigidly defined."
The group said it felt the 6%
per cent loans_ offered by the
Small Business Adminis-
tration to rebuild the area's
businesses were too high and
asked instead for 30 year loans
at I per cent interest.
The demands also included
an full-scale investigation of
the causes of the flood end an
analygis of flood control
programs, as well as "an
imfnediate halt to the U.S.
Department- of Housing and
Urban Development and
FDAA and state . control of
housing recovery pitograms




SAN FRANCISCO AP —
Changing the name of Bank-
Americard to Visa amounts te-
a 1,800-mile trail of bank cards
bearing the new mark, accord-
ing to company officials.
That's the distance covered
by new cards laid end to end
that member banks will issue
to 33.6 million American car-
dholders, who will simply make
the switch to Visa cards as
cards are renewed.
Bethlehem Church of Christ in
Baxter.
"We're going to get married
Saturday, and he will be in a
tux, just like-we planned," she
said. ';They'll have to split the
arms of the tux so he can wear
it, but he'll be in a tux."
She said "we've got our
blood tests" and now need a
marriage license. It will be
"kind of a big wedding" with
"about 100 people there," she
said.
AMC Hornet -




LOCATED IN THE NEW MINI-MALL IN
OLYMPIC PLAZA
SfE OUR FIREPLACE INSTALLATIONS•15 YR _WARRANTY
AND PROTICTION PlAN•940KE-FREE GUARANTEE





Buy any new AMC Car
with factory air and get your choice of
these All American Giveaways.
$400 in accommoda-
tions at any Americana
Hotel!
$400 in trawl on
American Airlines"
Theze:s.a.magoihsent new car mummy for you at your AMerican Motors
'dealer And something great to go, with it When you buy any new
Pates--Caresislin, ktorriet or -Nieman, 'emir Inetrav-air.- you-nott get a
efienceof fehohnis Aft Amertraways
Choose from $400 in travel on Ament an Airlines. that ,a,, taki.i
to any of American's exciting deS11.1,81100.. ii.11 New lkirk to Calif
In,',,, Montreal to Mesh- o, C $400,n a' in. m,
at any o(21 Americana Hotels. inducting New ltork.
Palm Springs. Miami Brat In and A, apolr O $400
worth of beautiful ngs Anwritan Tourisiter Luggage.
Tounslefs finest Veryhte 7-pieo e set. in the Palomino




Ser your American Motors dealer right away, and swing your bet deal
on a new AMC car equipped with lacteal, aft Ifs the only ran on the
This pile, is goodgooddelive2rc*edli.beh::: April Ii and June IV
1977. plus all oars ordered by May 10, regardless or/ delnen,. f
Safes and overseas military purchases are not ino hided
( )9, Pio pin pr;,,I.'•4
See your AMC Dealer
With each test drive of say American Motors car, you receive a pocket calculator free
(while supply lasts)
Balloons 8 Candy for the Kids
806 Coldwater Road — 753-6448
F,thaia ANNOUNCEMENT: DUE TO STOREWIDE REMODELING
-)\-s 
it 
WE ARE NOW IN OUR TEMPORARY LOCATION:






WHILE WE ARE IN OUR TEMPORARY LOCATION WE PLAN TO SELL OUT ALL OUR FLOOR
SAMPLE PIECES SO WHEN WE MOVE BACK TO OUR NEWLY REMODELED STORE ALL OUR
DISPLAY PIECES WILL BE BRAND NEW STOCK. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS Va HAVE MARKED
DOWN SELECTED ETHAN ALLEN FLOOR SAMPLES.
SAVINGS Of 20% 10 40% ON SELECTED "ETHAN ALLEN" FLOOR SAMPLES .
• FURNITURE FOR YOUR ENTIRE HOME
• ART REPRODUCTIONS, DECORATIVE MIRRORS




1,15 \Mall ONI) ST., P CAN, .-
STORE HOURS:
DAILY . . . BAN Iii 5 PM
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Parb of U. &
oaderful Results of
—Moir Eras
EGGS ANYONE1—This page of the December 1918 edition of "Comfort" seems to be
for the "Egg" oriented, and proclaims great promises for some hatchery ideas.
(Staff Photo by Pete Wyro)
MODERN COMFORTS—This portion of an advertisement in the December 1918
issue of "Comfort" illustrates some of the newest features in furniture of that period.
(Stan not* by Pete Wyro)
Old Magazines Provide Insight
Into Life In Years Gone By
When Bernice Boyd, 1619 W.
Main, Murray, discovered
some old magazines in his
former home on his farm in
Graves County, the first thing
he thought about_ doing was
throwing them away. Who
wouldn't?
But, then he remembered
that his neighbor was a
newspaper buff and might be
interested in them. Maybe
there was something of value
in the old magazines, both
more than fifty years old.
Well, whether they have any
value remains to be seen, but
for a historical look backeto
that era they have definite
possibilities.
The oldest of the two
magazines was the December
1918 issue of "Comfort," a
periodical which is no longer,
listed with the Ayers Direc-






published in Augusta, Maine.
Prices must have been
cheaper then, because the
subscription rate for -Com-
fort" was $.35 a year, or $.70
for three years. And renewals
cost $.50 for two years.
In its fading pages, the 23
page December edition
featured articles on "David
Tries Christmas Wassailing,"
"Comforts League of
Cousins," "The Boy Trappers
WKAS 25 , Pikeville  WKPI 22
WKGB 53 Somerset  WKSO 29
 VVCVN 54
WKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
WKHA 35 Barbourville 12
Lexington-Richmond. . WKLE 46 Boston-Butler 64
Louisville 4.  WKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
Madisonville WKMA 35 Falmouth 56
Morehead WKMR 38 Louisa 10
Murray-Mayfield . WKIV1U 21 Psneville.... . -  ait _










6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Faurit-
leroy" Cedric meets his grand-







Glencora and Plantagenet be-




DRAMA 'Trelawny of the
Wells" by Sir Arthur Wing Pin-
ero - John Alderton stars in
this Victorian story, complete












6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
7:00/6:00 PESTS, PESTICIDES
AND SAFETY First in 5-part
series on the application of re-
stricted use of pesticides.






9:00/8:00 AGRONSK y AT
LARGE













10:00/9:00 ONCE UPON A













1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: ITALIAN FILM FESTI-
VAL "La Strada" Anthony
Quinn and Richard Baserhart star
fit Frederico Fellini's Academy





SPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON KEN-
TUCKY (Signed) (R. from Fri.)
5:00/4:00 NOVA '-che Busi-
ness of Extinction' Animal life
is heading for extinction, but a
thriving trade in smuggleit en-
dangered species continues7Can
we save what we have left?"
(Captioned) at. from Wed.)




7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little ;Lord Faunt:




Delano Roosevelt, Part l"
8:30/7:30 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE "Visions of Tomor-
row" (Last show in Series)
9:00/8:00 SABOTEURS OF
TELEMARK First hand account
of the commando raid against
Nazi Germany's "heavy water"
factory dealing a crippling blow
to the German atomic research
program.
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE





SUNDAY APR IL 24
Eastern/Central Time




DRAMA 'Trelawny of the
Wells" by Sir Arthur WingDinero
- John Alderton stars in this
Victorian story, complete with
theatrical Magic and a guar-
anteed happy ending. (R. from
Thu.)
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"Are Black Colleges Finished?"
5:00/4:00 SABOTEURS OF








ZINE "Ourselves and that Pro-
mise"
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE




STAIRS The Wall Street crash-





3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
"Math X. Circumference"
4-:00/3!00 SESAME STREET









FAMILIES "The George Fami-
ly" A Black New York City
policeman, his wife and three
children.
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN "Plea of Insanity"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Small APP1i-
ances"
10:30/9:30 BOOKBEAT "The











6:30/5,:30 STUDIO SEE A look









Home" by Ernest Hemingway
and "Almos' a_Men" by Richard
Wright
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: ITALIAN FILM FESTI-
VAL "L'Aventura' Michelange-












6:30/5:30 L1LIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
7:00/6:00 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKYNIAGA-
ZINE "Ourselves and that Pro-
mise" IF1. from Sun,)
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Re-
newable Tree" Enormous de-
mands are being placed on the
nation's forests and experts pre-
dict these demands will double
by the year 2000 possibly ex-
ceeding the abilities of forests
to replenish themselves.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES: DANCE IN AMERICA
"New Directions In Dance`wGith
the Rilobd1ts Dance Theatre"
10:00/9:00 'DIAMOND RIVERS
Documentary. on the tile and
times of i diamond Prospec-
tor in Brazil.
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•800 COOPER DR.•LEXINGTON, KY. 40502
of Beaver Bend," "Poultry
Farming For Women," and
even one- titled, "Comfort's
Comicalities."
Much of the advertising
proclaimed the virtues of new
"machines" of the period, and
once .again featured "un-
beatable" prices.
There's a half page ad for
"Mr. Edison's Arnberola," an
early model of the phonograph
which went for just ONE
dollar down! Or, the person
who wanted to work his way
through paying for his am-
berola could make his initial
down payment by selling 25




which had pages about the-size
of current "Saturday
Evening Post," included a
. ointment guaranteed
to remove freckles; offers
promising lessons in music by
correspondence which were
guaranteed to make the
student a musician; and a
gray hair "banisher"
promising to "take the gray
away."
There were also recipes for
the Christmas meal featuring
such detectible main fares as
Coconut Snow, Squash Baked
-with- -Forced fvtedt Stuffings-,
Meat Substitute Loaf, and Star
of Bethlehem Fish cakes.




Plans," a publication which
boasted its first issue in 1891.
Today that same issue is
published in its old homesite of
Danville, New York, but goes
by the name "The In-
structor."
The 1925 issue, however,
featured- stories about "The
Teacher in the Standardized
School," "Araxi's ;ed
Dress," the story of an Ar-
menian girl in a Near East
Relief Orphanage, and there
was a pictoral look at the
"Sistine Madonna," one of the
classical paintings of the
Christ child and his mother,
-Mary.
But there was still the ad-
vertising, some of which could
be considered humorous by
today's standards.
One ad, for example, offered
the chance for a "perfect nose
by using its product, a note
brace sold by M. Trilety of
Birmingham, N. Y., which
brings up the question "What
is a perfect nose?"
Then there was Uncle Sam's
offer for work with the federal
government at the impressive
salary of $1200 to $3300 a year.
DEAR PLASTICS
NEW YORK ( AP) — A de-
sign' firru here • advertises a
cocktail tabte five feet by two-
and-a-half feet by 14 inches,
made.' -of 'solid acrylic. The
piece weighs 357 pounds, re-
ports Modern Plastics. The
firm produced only six Of the
tables,, which sell for $40,000
each.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
One ad asked for a rural mail
deliverer paying $1200 a year
and $12.24 a mile._
And, there were ads for
companies...still in business
today. Webster's dictionary
for example, was a big ad
seller then as now.
So, while both magazines
a 
were old and Mr. Boyd didn't
think them of much value by
today's standards their value
rests in the times they have
captured in the past, times
which, though gone, are
nonetheless alive on the




PRIMARY PLANS  i
yoc.a. NeAMILLEL N V. NININENNA me.
FORERUNNER—This -front page for the December
1925 edition of the "Normal Instructor and Primary
Mans" was a forerunner of today's Instructor" magazine
OM printed in Danville, N. Y.




15995 99 14-945Reg. 95
Realistic proves hi-ti doesn't have .
to be high! Listen to radio. play
pre-recorded tapes and record your
own: Auto-manual.program
auto-stop, Mike inputs, headphone










Realistic's MC-1000 delivers dynamite sound
in genuine walnut veneer. Big 8" woofer and
tweeter fOr full 30-20.000 Hz. Now $25 OFF!
masie, crarqe
These two credit 'cards are
honored at participating Radio
Shack stores Other credit
plans may also be available
Details at your nearby store
SAVE 30%
Wake to music or 24, hour
alarm. Snooze bar. sleep
'SWitch, big lighted-digits and



















tape and FM stereo to your
car or boat Stereo/mono
switch, slide controls,
locking fast forward and
rewind. Realistic makes it

















SMOKE KILLS! DETECT IT EARLY
SAVE 28%
Reg 41 7 7
275-451
Archer R Smoke Alar
mounts on wall
or ceiling _
1 yr batt included







10-11 Friday 1-4 Sunday
MO, ••• •• NMI
•• .416. .411,111 1114.1•1
••••
•• • 06.11.•10.6.1110..0011
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12 Kind of moth
14 Decline
15 Dravidian












































requested to chock the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN .CASE OF AN
ERROR.














?Arson Control .  753-7511
Senior Citizens 753-0919
Needling  75341E1D







































31 Army °Ricer 40 nlertiwine
.labbr 1 43 Allowance
32 Roman gods or waste
19 Indulges. 33 Kind ol dog 44 Crippled
20 More 36 Desert 4
7 Nahoor
youthful pnenomenon sheep
23 Experience 37 Renumerated 49 Mournful
26 ShOwy 38 Pr 000 t 51 Preposition
flower 39 Pertaining 53 Symbol to


























on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 53-
19 16 and 753-19 1 7
























Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of .in-
traducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on. earth? Cll 753-
0984. Please do not
delay.
I
YOU MAYO TWO OPPORTUNITY
TO GNI TO TIN COMMUNITY
111.000 BAN TOOAT.
For Appointment call 753-
5131.
 •••
NOTICE - NO HUN-
TING of any kind will be
allowed on the following
farms: T. L. Win-
chester, M. W. Win-
chester, Orbin Sills, L.
L. Spiceland, Carlton
Williams, P. H. Green,
Ronnie Green. y *
LARRY GARAGE,
mechanic on duty ir-6 p.
m„.6 days a week. Tires
chahged, oil changes &
lubes, and ac. welding,




Before you invest, talk
to us - complete plan-
ning service for farm,
commercial and light
industrial
IC. Cates Cid. Co.
It. 1, West Padvcali,
K. 4/086 PA 113-8561




South 16th Stieet.- 753-













.l.AKEEN, THE 9714 PHANTOM
CLIMB, THE WEIGHTS OLIT51126
THE GUARDED ENTR'ANCE OF THE
EASTERN PARK.. "
ONLY IF qOU'RE FLING
LOW THEN 'JOU HAVE














bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any 
size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking















Joe Bailey & Lintki Dill of
the .indoor FLEA
MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring your
items to sell while space
is available. Many
people already taking






- -Square -dance every
Friday 8:00 p. m.
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p.
m. Special drawings.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
O.U.R. CLUB. April 23rd
at American Legion
Hall. Chicken supper
and juke box dance. All
you can eat from 6:30 p.
m. to 8 p. m. Donation -




$INT Thmsidy Possible %Wig
lorelopes SIND Solf•
oilirstssol stomped imsvolopo










Send resume to P. 0.




lose weight with - New
Shape Diet Plan and
Hydrex Water Pills at
Scott Drug.






Male or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no









envelopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped
envelope to Fischer




person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as
sales person. If pin-










obtained at the Park
(Office, 10th and Payne
St. Deadline for position
will close April 29.
A HOME Party 
Plan Co
is expanding. We need





Lisa Co. toll free 800-631-
1 2 5 8. Managers
needed!!
TWO EXPERIENCED
waitresses. Top pay plus
good tips. Cooks helper.
So-rne experience
necessary Dishwasher
and Motel Maid. Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,





3 p.m. until 10 p. m.





have experience in T.
V., radio, and stereo
repair. Also second
class radio telephone
_license. Send resume to
Box 32H. Murray.
LOSING THE BUDGET
RACE? A business of
your own can ,help in
come keep -up- with
outgo. For less than
$50.00 gets you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the
whole story.
STUDENT FOR PART
TIME work. Must have
own transportation. Call
753-1387 between 7 a. m.
-8 a. m., 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.









WANT - PART TIME
cook, nights. Apply in







in small engine repair.
Salary plus commission.
Other benefits. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 32J,
Murray, Ky
PART TIME sales per-
son. Experience helpful
for .downtown 'Murray
Retail 'gtore. Give past
experience and 3
character references.



















-to work in office at
Bright's Ladies
Specialty Store. Five





would -like to babysit in








14 Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS Goose.
Pay $8.00 each until
April 30th. Call 753-7462
after 5 p.m.
WANTED - slabs and
firewood. Call 753-1.593.
WANT TO BUY. A used
porch swing. Call 753-
2743.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANT TO BUY. Small 2
wheel utility trailer. Call
753-1575.
i5. Vides For Sale
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil isihe carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center-
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 714 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.










$275-and 3 Admiral 5,000
BTU'air conditioner, $75
each. Used one season.
Good condition. Call
after 4:00 p. m. 753-1542.
SPRING SPECIAL
PA IN1 SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,-
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
'enamel regular,- $10,









--Wood ' frAme. and
removable cushions..
$50. Call 753-9578. .
16 Home Furnishings
BEAUTIFUL LANE






















$45.00. We rebuild your









machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other .attachments,






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





cruiseltr with 125 h. p.
outboard motor. Must
sacrifice moving out of




boat 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
,trolling motor 36" shaft,
Hard battery, the
Co lete crappie





trailer, 20 horse John-
son, lik jacket and gas
tank. Excellent con-
dition and 'ready for
fishing. Call 753-9923
after 5 p. m.
18 Ff. MARK TWAIN V.
hull. 165 horse i-o Tan-
dem wheel trailer. Call
753-5705.
1v2 M.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across














made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









Reg. $89.59 Sale $50.00.
DA Reg. $84.95 Sale
$55.00. Air File
ossculating type Reg.
$99.50 Sale $75.00. Call
Dick Winters, 1-901-232-
8327.
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S








with L4 horse Dayton
motor Estey organ,
model 101. Tension
screens with ,brackets,. -






offer. Gas heater, $10.
Dirty electric stove, $12.
Two year old double
oven gold stove, $230.




upright piano, 2 antique
kitchen cabinets. Also a




take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J
& B Music, Murray.
Kentucky. t all 753-7575.




record player with built-
in AM-FM radio all one
unit speakers and head
phones come with it.
Will take best offer -
o .ginally $300. Call 753-
509
27 Mobile Home Sales
HOUSE TRAILER, 1972
12 x 40, sell, trade or rent
on your lot. InforMition
at SSS 'Collectibles,
Route 68:, 6 miles North
of Aurora. Call 3544277
MOBILE HOME 1971:
Good condition. Central
electric air, central gas
. heat; underpinning.
straps, unfurnished or
, partially furnished. Fox
Meadows E-6, phone 753-
2507.
12 x60 MOBILE- HOME
with large landscaped






Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome wood mod operoted ever 20 veers. Do not sign any consrect
isittil job is finished
100South 13th St . Phone ;534914
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27. Mobile Home Sales




Call 489-2792 after 6 p.
rn
MOBILE HOME 1966, 10




EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
Home on Lakefront lot
in Pine Bluff Shores.
-0 Reasonable. Call 436-
2292.
ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom central heat
and air on kt acre
wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280. "k
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
air condition. Water
furnished. One or two
people. Call 753-0957.
524 So. 61it Street
This spacious two story house features four
bedrooms, two baths, kitchen with garbage
disposal, deluxe portable dishwasher and a
range with self-cleaning oven remain with the
house. A full basement and an abundance of
storage. A screened-in backporch looks out onto
a 200 foot deep lot with numerous plantings and a
nice garden spot.-Must see to appreciate.
lop JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
AND AUCTION CO.
753-5561
31. Want To Rent
OLDER COUPLE need
unfurnished .2 bedroom
home or large apart-
ment. Have small dog.
Call 753-9620.
MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
apartment, large living
room, large kitchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
' Street. $150.00 per
month. Call 753-4451 or
after 5 p. m. 753-8618.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
house. 1 mile from city
limits. Call 753-8681.
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath' brick home with
large back yard and
garden plot. One block
from campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 753-
4678
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - four







FOR RENT DR LEASE,
retail store building on.
south side court square
.Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call. Dal Boyd, 1,247-
28.13. ,
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Residential - Commercial- Industrial




Quality Work at Reasonable Prices
Free Estimates
DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS
The Sweet Smell
Of success starts with owning your own home.
Cozy 2 bedroom, brick; central heat and air;
built-in range; 1 car garage; patio. Be the first to
live in this home. Upper twenty's.
CONSERVE ENERGY
It's all here, a magnificent family home on a
large lovely wooded lakeview lot. A 3 bedroom,
14z bath; marvel with a large separate family
room with wood burning fireplace; easy service
from the modern kitchen to large dining area; a
private rear patio with trees that breathes peace
and relaxation. The energy you save will be your
own. Priced in the forty's.
LIKE TO PLAY AROUND
There's plenty of room here on this lakefront
home. Brick; three bedroom; carpeted; large
paneled family room; complete electric kitchen;
two baths; nice boathouse for four boats and
storage room. Call as today.
SERIOUS
If you have done any serious looking, you'll
recognize what a buy this 3 bedroom, brick,
lakefront home with woodburning fireplace; 2
patios; 2 baths. Priced in the thirty's.
MOTHER'S DELIGHT
Across road from elementary school with 4
bedrooms; na baths; dining room; and sliding
glass doors to patio and fenced yard, large
recreation room with fireplace; attached double
carport and much more. This lovely 3 year old
house is just right to turn into your home and
raise your family. Let us show you.
A BEAUTIFUL CHOICE
A very special farm with a 4 bedroom, brick ran-
ch type home; 30 acres just 2 miles from Murray.




MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEFK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5678
Chuck Shuffett   753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Altfilislim Service mirI !km Carrevav load M lean
•
FOR LEASE Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37 Livestock Supplies
THREE SOWS and 32
pigs. Call 753-3569.
HAY FEEDER, teach. 28
hole feeders. $125 each.
Call 489-2590 or 489-2740.
SADDLE HORSE - 7
year old Gelding. Also





with bridle and saddle.
Four registered black







Cream: Sire and Dam
available for inspection.
$100. Male or Females.
Jim Diggs - Paris, Tenn.
642-9200.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.











Friday and Saturday. 8




PORT Sale. Clothes for
. everyone, lots of odds
and ends. Something for
everybody. This Friday




Saturday April 22 and
23. 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Magnus Chord organ,
hair' dryer, furniture,
dishes, and clothes of all








pliances, many odds and
ends. Start at 8 a. m.















goods, and new and used
items. At 1611 Loch
Lomond West off South
16th Street, Friday and
Saturday, 8 o'clock till 6
p. m.
GIGANTIC GARAGE
SALE - Friday 4p. m. -
? Saturday 8 a. m. - ?
Rain or.shing. Corner of
121 East and 893 in-
tersection, about 4 irides






GARAGE SALE - 1512
Canterbury. 4-6 p. m.
Thursday and Friday. 9-
3 p. m. Saturday.



















GARAGE SALE - 5
party. Friday and
Saturday -8 a. rn- to?
Men, women, childrens
clothes, and handcrafts






202 heti 411 Street
/hem 753-3243
Estate Auction
-Saturday, April 23 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at the
late W.E. (Bill Warren) home on Highway 121, 1
mile south of Murray, Kentucky.
This outstanding sale will have pieces from Mrs.
Paul Edwards, possibly a nice 1973 three quarter
truck 48,000 miles in good shape.
Selling dresser, chests, victrola 72 records,
radio, good kitchen cabinet, small tables, lawn
and other chairs, roll-away and other bed, oil
stove, books dated 1800, other old song books,
Dresden plate and stairstep quilts, feather beds,
Dutch doll top, 50 to 75 pieces of Chinese and
other good collectors pieces, shoe last, egg case,
kraut cutter, 12 gauge single barrel, sewing and
other baskets, 2 to 10 gal. crocks, Daisy and other
churns, butter milk and other pitchers, com-
potes, cookie jars, pressure cooker, heaters,
fans, corn sheller, hay hooks, oil and aladdin
lamps, lantern, flower pots, dough board, boxes
of wrenches, bolts, lots of hand tools, dog house,
hand and cross cut saws, log chains, clamps and
pulleys, garden plows, tillers. 7 horse Ariens
riding mower, 16 in. Paulan saw, heavy duty
grinder, skill saws and drills, air compressor,
chain hoist, 3 to 5 in. vices, anvil, and shop full of
circular saws, and misc. horse drawn mower, 4
rake wheels, small car trailer, section harrow,
lumber,- 30 steel post 2 rolls new wire-windows,
tin, and other farm and shop needs. Eats and
drinks, not responsible :for accidents.
Douglas Shoemaker, Murray, Kentucky
502-753-3375.
Mrs. Moble Warren Owner
•
06 4900 sq. ft. home
located on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (2) Small




Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1651
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




.basketball court. A nice






Camelot Subdivision.  
Almost new 3 bedroom,




features. Prices. ithe.. _
10's. Phone Kopperud













limits. 4 bedrooms, 3
bath, central heat and





on 16.5 acres. Call or
come by, 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
JUST LISTED a choice
tract of commercial or
residental property.
Lotated adjacent to the
Murrai-Calloway
Country Club with 758 ft.
on Highway 121 and 4100
ft. on Johnny Robertson





bedroom house and 9
acres located 7 miles
West -cif Murray. Own
your private mini-farm
for only $24,900. Quality
home on quiet street.
Home has 3 bedrooms,
baths, ample storage
areas and Franklin
stove. Mid 30's.. 4
Bedroom home at a very
reasonable price. This
home is located on the
West side of Murray and
priced under $30,000.,
Phone Kopperud Realty,









TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alm° on blacktop
road. Call 7.53-4418.
HOME WITH SWIM-
MING Pool located in
Canterbury Estates.,
This custom built, 2
bedroom home has a
formal dining room, 2
full baths, large den
with fireplace, 6 closets,
screened patio with
drapes, and a 18'3E36'
swimming pool. All this
on a lovely shurbbed and
landscaped lot. Phone
'Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We look forward to
serving you.
220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine build* sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
44. Lots For Sale







$2,750 EACH. Your choice
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sizes
range from 100' x 357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
US-641, 5 miles South of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
753-3744.
LARGE' LOTS for sal(
adjoining city limits,
city water. Call 752-5541.
1 
. NOTICE
The Mayor and Common Council of Cit; of
. Murray, Kentucky are accepting bids for two (2)
18 cubic yard refuse compactor bodies for the
- -Department of Sanitation: Specifications are
available at the office of the City Clerk, between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays. Bids will be ac-





645 N. 4th Street - An immaculate 2 or 3 bedroom
home, nicely decorated throughout. Glassed-in
sun porch, all draperies, washer, dryer, stove
and refrigerator included. Situated on 1 acre
beautifully wooded lot in city limits. This proper-
ty is commercially zoned. High twenties.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE?
Listed with us in PANORAMA SHORES is a per-
fect vacation cottage or year-round home with 3
bedrooms, electric heat. Immediate possession.
Realistically priced at $17,500. Also in Panorama
Shores, we have a 2 bedroom 10 x 52 mobile home
furnished with electric heat, electric fireplace,
and air conditioner. This mobile home is un-
derpinned and has a concrete porch with
wrought iron rails and sidewalk. Priced at $9,000.
In PINE BLUFF SHORES let us show this at-
tractive vacation cottage on a secluded wooded
lot with beautiful lake view. Spacious deck ex-
pands living area. Economically priced at $9,500.
105 N. 12th Street
753-8080
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Audra Moody - 753-9036
Barbara Erwin - 753-4136
Homer Miller - 753-7519
Reuben Moody - 7S39036
B.R. Hook - 753-2387
Sears REMARKABLELOW PRICES
WASHER, heavy duty, 24" wd. . . . . . . . $119.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles  $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, rig keg and dial to sew  . $66:95
VACUUM CLEANER. upright. . . .  $301.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter .  $179,95
RANGE, electric, 10" counter unit  $129.95
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. D.  0189.95
AIR CONDITIONER, window type  $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. tt.  $179.00
REFRI6ERATOR,mith freezer section  $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . . .  $189.00
TV COLOR, memory tine tuning  $247.00





kopperud Realty salutes private property owner week. We are proud to serve the people of
Murray and Callowar County as members of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
and the Multiple listing Service. For fast results on the sale of your home list with the action
learn at Kopperud Realty. You can rely on the friendly folks at kopperud Realty for good old
fashioned personal service and current-real estate knowledge
egHarryRenPa agaBnergsett on. ::: 75493:2r5323
Geri Andersen  753-7932
George Gallagher .  753-8129
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44. Lots For Sate
LOT NO.4 35, McNally
Ave., Croppie Hollow
Shores, Unit No. 3. Call
901-795-4601.
46 Homes For Sate
POR SALE by owner -












NICE OLDER model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage with 2
acres. Just Off highwiiy
94, three miles west of
1.ynn Grove. Priced to
self. $15000. 345-2545
days after 6:00 345-2208.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM









bedroom, 1'2 bath, on
acres. Near South-
west School. Call 753-
7496.
46. Homes for Sale
NEW BRICK home
beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 21,2 "miles
North of Hardin. Two •
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-10i7





drapes in living room.
• Electric heat. Mid 20's.
Call 753-4187.
MUST. SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
FEEL HEMMED IN?
Then take, a look at this
spacious two story 'brick
home on a 200' x 320' lot
located just southwest of
Murray city limits.
Large shade trees in the
yard, enjoyable open
space on all sides, yet
neighbors are near





$59,600. If interested we
invite you to take a look.
Call STINSON REALTY
for an appointment, 753-
3744.
MAKE THIS YOUR YEAR 'FOR INDEPENDENCE!
Be a DISTRIBUTOR, lull or pare-time, tom
yourself with WORLD_FAMOUS products
KODAK • POLAROID • EVEREADY
oc-arlarras_arst.itIrstuact _Loa ....6.21110.1a4 $499 DO.inuustmard -
tjuavanle.d I ye-II marrtwilinsa 'spurt !taco agroomo
nl
Call Mr Gorski (loll bee) 1-600414S-1200
or cslioct 614.226-1731
• FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.
FIRESTONE Still DING, Since 111116
• 162 N Third SI., Columbus, Ohio 43215
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 2'2
baths, white brick on
Oaks Country Club golf
• course. Mid 60's. Call
-w-753-9931.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a arge lot. 7.5
miles East Of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
4974 YAMAHA 250 MX.
Like new, riden about 20
hours. Excellent con-,
dition. Call 437-4606 after
4 p. m.
1972 TRIUMPH. Call 753-
9673.
1973 YAMAHA 350. Call
753-6527 after 5 p. m.
f










14 IN. ROCKET chrome
wheels, $125. Call CP3-
8474 or from 1-7, 753-9430
ask for Tony.
49.Used Cars & Trucks
 EXCFI I.FNT QUALITY'
- 1966 Dodge Dart, 4
door sedan automatic.
Call 753-5657 after 4 p.
m. or see at 1632 West
OliveStreet.
SERVICE ASSISTANT
Diversified interesting position with excellent ad-
vancernent opportunity. Requires a good typing
ability and a knowledge of office procedure. Con-
sumer finance experience desirable, but not essen-
tial.
Good starting salary and liberal employee benefits.
Interviews 9 a. m. :11 a. m. or by appointment.




MURRAY, KY. - 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Want to make some extra money? You can by
buying this house at Hazel for only $6,000.00 and
finishing the remodeling now in process. Good
resale or rental property. Built-in dishwasher.
Nice size lot.
Maximum living, minimum housekeeping is
yours with the house at 1308 Kirkwood. Three
bedroom brick, 11'2 baths, central gas heat, cen
tral electric air, storm doors and windows, car-
pet, all the built-ins in the kitchen and in im-
maculate condition. Move in in thirty days for
only $32,500.00.
One lot, 100' x 190' x 184' in Conrad Heights Sub-
division; $2,250.00.
One of the last in the subdivision is this beautiful
wooded lot in Oaks Estates. 150 x 250'. 88,750.00.
Tow Igraine ie terms epprecirted it RONERTS REALTY.
WTI 104E115 153-31/4 .141 AMMON 4314114 EMU 111.641 153-4111
1111 1011333 4345451 4101 1110011111 T51/471 MEMBER 1534414
)1151 FAN /534371 IC (ME 153-5111 SAN IWO 153-4111
412 Swath 1201 Street 11 'we 733-1431
NICE 1973 -Montego GT,
factory air, power




stepside bed. 6 cyc.
automatic. Has a little
rust, but is in perfect
inechanien1 cnndltinn 





owner, AM-FM, 8 track,
air _conditioned, luggage
rack, like new, 22000
actual miles. Call 1-395-
7233.
1969 CHRYSLER; 4 door.
Newport, power and air.
29,000 actual miles. Call
436-2427.
1974 CJ5 JEEP for sale.
Call 753-8674 after 5 p.
m.





after 6 p. m.
.FOR SALE - - 1970
Barracuda 340. Four
barrel good condition.





steering, brakes and air.




350 4 Speed, tach, tilt-
telescopic wheel, AM-
FM Stereo tape, air and
power. Red on Red.
Chrome side pipes. Call




9AME,TOPAY AS IT ALWAYS WAS,
EXCEPT 114 THE T3054.1E65
OFRCE."
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m.
1973. CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good . gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m.
197$ CAN AM 125. Just




after 6. Must sell.
1968 VW - orange; good
tires, good condition
$750. Call 753-4015. Only
interested callers.
1966 BUICK LE SABRE.
Runs good. Extra nice




Valiant. $7250- or best
- offer. Call 7674342.
1972 DATSUN pickup,
good condition. $1395.







1976 GRANADA -4 door.
Automatic, air, power,
vinyl top, local owner.
Call 753-7774,
1965 IMPALA, 4 door.
Above average. Call 753-
0816. •
1974 GREMLIN. $1200.00
or best offer. Call 753-
0532.
1972 AUDI 100 LS.
Automatic, air, AM-FM,
new radials,. $1500 or
best offer. Call Glyn






dition. $1275. Call 753-
9189 after 5 p. m. 753-
8124.
1972 DATSUN 510 wagon.
Automatic, air con-
dition, nice car. Good
condition. $1350. Call
753-9189 after 5 p. m. 753-
8124.
Live only frve minutes horn town but have the privacy of
country living. acres With garden space, apple trees.
grape vineyard and large shade trees. This home has frve
bedrooms with a fireplace in the master bedroom. Large
lying room with fireplace, dining room and kitchen. Don't
wait... See it today! Call 753-1491.. Loretta lobs Realtors
- a houseSOLD word.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 OLDSMOBILE F-8§.










by Sears save on these
- high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




Group outing? Trip out












1976 GRAND PRIX SJ. - Fertilizing, seeding,
low mileage. Many h bicides and
extras. Call 753-47051 - pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service.tall 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.1950 CHEVROLET 3.1 ton
truck. Flat bed, with
side racks. Call 753-0112,.
after 5 753-8387
PRICED REDUCED -
69 Ford talaxie Extra
sharp. $850 Call 753-7940
or 436-21_4.9._
MUST SELL - 1970
Cream colored . Fpyd
Maverick.-- 6- t y -
a utoniatic, good gas'
mileage, cheap. Call 767-
2414 after 5 p. m.




 pickup, A-1 condition
.• 1966 Chrysler, 4 door.
1067 Chrysler, 2 dbor
hardtop. Can be seen at




Sleeps six. Calf 7534904.
CAMPERS FOR RENT
- local areas only.
Delivered to camp site -
set up - clicked up when
you return. Call 753-
_0605.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highs a:. 94 toward Ken-
Lake. • Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.




rocked- Sand and lime
hauled all Mark Bucy.
753-838:
FEN( E SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for




















awnings, - and. roofs-
, sealed. Call 'Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING













and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
GET YOUR HOME













FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








NEED TREES cut, or







struction Co., Route, 2.
Box .40M. Paducah,





Gr, company wishes to expand in this area
Opening for salesman to sell line of automotive
repiakement parts, fasteners, chemicals and
related itenas to industrial plants, truck fleets.
contractors, automotive shops, municipalties.
etc We offer opportunity for rapid 
advancement
and unlimited income to anyone with 
a. good
back4r0und in direct sales or straight 
corn-
missmn sales in the automotive or industrial
- sale, field. In-field training, profit 
sharing and
ho.,pitalization are some of the benefits offered
the person selected. If you qualify send dm-
fidential resume to John Blackwood, P. 0. Box
16135. Jackson, Tennessee 38301, or phone 901-424-
3024 and interview will be arranged.
51 Services Offered
LAM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
KIRBY Carpet tare.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be






windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
Lawn mower and small
engine-. 1 day service.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas - in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203. .,
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY












Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTROLUX SALES















ficient service. NO job













Call Kline & Vance after
5 p. m. 436-2356.
DRIVEWAYS and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. ., Decorated
rock bark masonry
sand. South 3rd Street.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 p. m.
FOR HIRE D6-C Dozer.
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CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE RUILDINGS 133-01$4
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555,
I.YONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.

















SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1000 AM
PROPERTY OF MR. & M. DOYLE WEBS
GENERAL LOCATION:
8 miles East of Murray, Ky., mile from Kentucky !Ake and the
• new TVA Wildcat Creek Recreational Area, new "Land Between
the Lakes " Parts Landing and Kenlake
PROCEDURE OF MUM:
Wt are offering this property in various size tracts. We have
difted 300 acres into small acreage tracts from tie 15 acres. All
are fronting a new county road or facing State Hwy. 614, with a
few 1 acre tracts. Property fronting Hwy 614 has a 4" water line.
We will offer one 75 +- acre tract of highly productive bottom
land as a farm. The house and machinery shed tract will be sold 
scP....tth iva vops-o wiOt the TS4-- acre tact
The dwelling is a modern NU *telt veneer with 4 spacious- 
bedrooms, 1 baths, living room with fireplace, large eat-in kit-
chen -faintly room combo, farm office, utihty room and garage
• Across the highway is a modern dairy facility with a 20 x30 Har-
vestore that was erected last year. This approximately 3 acre
tract will be offered individually as one use m69 well be for a
marine or spirting good center
AUCTIONEER'S COMMENTS:
+• Mt 300 acre tract divided-into small acreage' tracts provides
your choice of rolling grassy green hills: some wooded areas and
level to rolling cleared lands with ultra good views and prune -
building sites
We are bounded on the North by the new resort subdivision of
Kentucky Lake Enterprises Bounded on the South by the TVA
Reservation. Ls mile East is the Kentucky lake with newly
developed picnicing, camping, boat launching, sand beach,
swimming and water sports "Callaway. Hills" adjoins the land
Between the lakes between Paris Landing and Kenlake The
most acceasable weekend spot for West Kentucky and upper
West Tennessee area.
MS is per-hats your only oppokunity to get in on the beginning of
the development of this choice area.
The proximity of "Calloway Hills- to Kenlake , Paris landing
and The Land Between the I Akes insures your investment Low
down payment and owner financing make this a potential tax
shelter program
DIRECTIONS:
From Murray, Ky , take 94 East 2 miles. right onto Hwy 280. ,on.
[aloe 5 miles and year left onto Hwy 614 Go 1 mile to property
TERMS:
15.1 deposit sale day Owner financing will be available on the
small acreage tracts We anticipate modest prices This ac-
companied by good owner financing and nominal down payment
make this property affordable to most working people On the
liteiterAmet +tooted your banterritl Land Hank orother
sources
ROADS bi EralleilliCaertructies to., Murrej, Ky.
ENGINEERING AND SURVEY by 01111101 Travis owl Ass. , Benton,
601
Tliti AND DUDS by Attorney Gary R. Havers/orb, Miens', Ky
DAIRY CATTLE AND FARM MACHINERY WILL SILL ON FRIDAY,
APRIL 22, 1000 AM
SALES REPRESENTATIVES WILL If ON TNE PROPERTY, SUNDAY,
APRIL 1 7 T1FRU SALE DATE
Ft/RINI. ORMATION AND 1 11.A II ()VI V 1
THOMPSON REALTY I. AUCT1OR SER.VICE






The Following 1977-78 City Of Murray licenses Are Not On Sale














Prices for business licenses are set by
ordinance and vary according to the type
of business.
'11 76 licenses Expire On May 1, 1977 And If Not Renewed Before June 1, 1917, A 10 Per-
cent Penalty Will Be Added To The Purchase Price. The City Clerk's Nike Is Open .from
8:00 a.m. To 5:00 p.m., Monday-friday And Will Be Open On Saturday. May 11 And Satur-
day, May 28,.9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Jo Crass, City Clerk
•
-
MG I 24. AVAIL/. WOW 44440/11(ar4irq, A ti AW • :1011111fr
•






Chester L Paschall, age 61,
Mayfield Route Seven,. died
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a veteran of World
War II having served with the
U.S. Army, and a retired
farmer.
Mr. Paschall is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Monella
Paschall, and one son, Tim
Paschall, Mayfield Route
Seven; the daughters, Mrs.
Glen Bruce, Sedalia Route
One, Mrs. John Cates, Sedalia,
and Mrs. Robert Stone,
Clinton Route Two; two
brothers, Walter and Bill
Paschall, 'Puryear, Tn.; two
sisters, Mrs. -Birdie 'Lassiter,
Puryear, Tn., and Mrs. Bill
Lawrence, Hazel Route One;
.four grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m, at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Uome,
Mayfield, with Bro. William
Hardison officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
• Ruple Hendon, Cecil Miller,
NI.. Galloway, Jack Windsor,
Carl Grissom, and Elmo
Jones. Burial will follow in the
Lebanon Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Lue*dean Lamb
Dead At Age 89;
Rites On Friday
Mrs. Luedeap Lamb, died
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m, at the
'Haws Nursing Home, Fulton.
She was 89 years of age.
- The deceased is survived by
daughter/4 Gaytep
McReynolds of Murray and
Mrs. Harris Work of Dickson,
Tn.; two sons, Noble Lamb,
Mayfield Route One, and
Bonnie E. Lamb, Mayfield




Funeral services will be
held Friday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrroruntral
Hoen,
Dan Cooper officiating. Burial
will follow in the Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
(STOCKIllARTETI
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today firmshed to the Ledger &
"'Imes by I M. Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Av.  -3.Z1
Airco 32'. -.hi
Am. Motors 5 unc
Ashland Oil 34 -4.
A. T & T...  634 +4
Ford Motor 55h -%
Gen. Dynamics 52".
Get. Motors  67 -.1
Gen Tire 26". %
Goodrich 30'. -31.
Gulf Oil .  29 unc
Pennwalt   36 -4.
Quaker Oats. 21t.
Republic Steel 32% -h
Singer Mfg. 21'. -.1
Tappan . 11 -411
Western Union 18




Episcopal, and First Christian
Church.
Graded classes include
three years up through sixth
grade completed in school.
Parents night will be held on
Friday evening of that week.
A special offering will be
received for flood victims in
Ea-stern Keith-I-ay.
Those serving on the
planning committee include
Mrs. Gordon Loberger, the
Rev. Robert Brockhoff, Mrs.
Kent Fm-rester, and Mrs. Dan
Japanese Men Will Visit
Here In Rotarian Homes
Five young business and
professional men from Japan
have been selected to visit this
area on a Rotary Foundation
Group Study Exchange
project; according to John
Ewing of Greensburg,
Governor of Rotary District
671.
They are: Tomoyuki
Tanaka, M. D., a pathologist;
Tsuyoshi Kimoto, a high
school English teacher;
Masato Kosugi, a college
Foreign Student adviser;
Satoshi Niiya, DVM, a
veterinarian; Harumi
Higashi, personnel manaar
of Kobeya Baking Company.
The Rotarian tour director is
Shoichi Tsujirlaka, pastor of a
United Church of Christ.
The group will be in Ken-
tucky more than a month with
stops at Louisville, Hen-
clusaa, Murray, and
Harrodsburg. The Kentucky
tour manager is Merritt Blow
of Louisville.
Locally, the tour will be
managed by Dr. Ray Mofield,
president of the Murray Club.
His idea is to share the group
with other clubs and persons





Vacation Bible School will be
directed by Mrs. Dan McKeel
during the week of June 20-24




will stay with Mofield; Kosugi
will reside with Dr. Gene
Schanbacher; Higashi will be
with Tommye D. Taylor;
Pastor Tsujinaka will stay
with Dr. James Fisher; Dr.
Niiya will reside with Fred
Nesler in Mayfield; and Dr.
Tanaka will stay either with
Dr. Harry Sparks or Dr. Tom
Hogancamp.
Beginning April 30 and
through May 7, the visit will
provide a unique person-to-
person opportunity to the
promotion of better un-
derstanding and friendly
relations between the people
of Japan and Kentucky.
Group Study Exchange is an
educational activity or the
Rotary Filundation which
provides tFivel grants for the
exchange of teams between
paired Rotary districts in
different countries. Meals,
lodging, and travel of the
group while in the host district
are provided by. local
Rotarians. Each District must
send and receive,--a team
within a two-year period. The
men chosen must be out-
standing young men between
the ages of 25 and 35 who are
not Rotarians. Since the
projram began in 1965, the
Rotary j'oundation has
granted 839 awards involving
4195 young men and more than
50 countries. The awards are
valued at more than
$5,000,000.
Bill Kuarnin, press secretary for Papua New Guinea's
prime minister, is briefed on the operation of the Ken-
tucky Department of Public Information by the depart-
ment's director of advertising and promotion, William
Knight. Kuamin, left, was interested in the department
the first such centralized office in the nation, and its
methods in attracting tourists to the Commonwealth.
Kuamin's 30-day visit to the United States is being




WASHINGTON (AP) -- our Carter said the penalties
cars will be smaller, lighter can be avoided if conservation
and probably too sluggish for is achieved. His solution is to
the speed jockeys. That's the. use smaller autos, car and van
future of the automobile under pools, buses, subways and
President Carter's plan to other •public transportation,
solve America's energy arid drive fewer miles.
Murray State University ,dilenuria. . Even if Congress approves




Members of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints will meet Sunday, April
24, at 11:30 a. in. at the Branch
Chapel in Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Meetings are held quarterly
to take care of the District's
needs and to sustain the
Prices of stock of local interegt at noon authorities of the church, a
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger 1,- _
"[Imes by First of Michigan. Corp., of Spokesman said. At this tine,
Murray. are as follows bretheren who found worthy to
Heublein Inc ... ,.. . 24h -4 receive the Melchizedek
McDonalds Corp 5  41 -1 Priesthoods are sustained and
Ponderosa Systems 6. unc
Kimberly Clark 44 -44
Union Carbide  57La unc
W.R. Grace 294 +'.11
Texaco ..... 264 -e-tt
General Elec.   54 +4
GAF Corp. 114 +
Georgia Pacific 33/4 +
Pfizer. . 264 +
J trn Walters 33% +
Kitsch 15t. uric
Disney . 34'. -1
Franklin Mint
Children's Concert
To Be On Saturday
A Children's ('oncert,
especially for the elementary.
age level.  will be presented by
.the members and vocal en-
semble of the Sigma Alpha
Iota. women's music
fraternity at Murray State
University, on Saturday, April
/3, at eleven a. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the new
Fine Arts Building, MSU.
I.ida Larson will be the
director of the concert which
will include fairy tales set to
music, a fraternity
spokesman said.
Tlee concert is open to public
and there will be no admission
charge.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, -7 a. m.
357.6, up 0.3.
Below dam 306.2, *down 5.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.8,
up 0.7
Below dam 310.0 down 6.7.
Sunset 6:36. Sunrise 5:15.
set apart, the church
spokesman said.
Members needing tran-
sportation may call 753-0209.
No meetings will be held
Sunday at the Murray Branch.
Council. . .
(Continued From Page 1)
Northern, the statement
said, "should emphasize the
traditional collegiate and
liberal studies. . .continue Jo
offer health and selected
careerldfiented programs
(and look to) development of a
community studies center
encouraging applied research
and public service activi-
ties..."
Western's statement calls
for "programs of a
technological nature" and
says the school should also





Kentucky State should serge
"special needs of govern-
mental employes and the
'expanding needs of statZ
government . . . Programs
should be oriented toward
career opportunities,and
related to human and public






- The fourth seminar of the
be presented- by Mrs. Sarah
Jane Davidson, the Kentucky
Department of Library and




and Information Directo; at
the Purchase Library
Development District.
The topic of the seminar will
.be _UNCLIP: The Past and
Present of Kentucky's In-
terlibrary Loan System.
The Seminar will be held
Monday, April 25, at seven p.
m. at the Library Science
Classroom, second floor Of the
main library on the Murray
State campus.
All persons interested in
learning more about the
Kentucky Interlibrary Loan
System are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.
MSU News Wins Sweepstakes
At KIPA Annual Convention
The Murray State News of
Murray State University won
the sweepstakes award Mr
Division _A schools in the
Kentucky Interecalegiate
Press Association (KIPA)
newspaper contri tt the
annual conve this
weekend in Bowling Green.
KIPA ia a statewide
organization made up of 15
college and university
newspapers. The sweepstakes
award is determined by
totaling the number of points
received in the 21 individual
categories judged for the
contest.
Rhonda Lee, Carlyle, Ill., a
junior at Murray/. State, was
elected president lpf KIPA for
4977-78.
First place individual
awards won by staff meinbers
of the News include: Babette
Morgan, Advance, Mo., news
story; Dennis Hill, Murray,
.-general interest column; Pat
Slattery, Louisville, photo
feature; Gary Trout, Ad-
vance, Mo., house ad; and
Debbie West, Hopkinsville,
advertising campaign.
Second place awards went
to Matf Sanders, Springfield,
Ohio, sports story. and sports
column; Laurie Beatty,










Murray, news story; and
Corrine Sheppard, Bridgeton,
N. J., feature story. •
The News- also received
honorable mention
recognition for overall
comprehensive energy Americans will need a lot of
program Wednesday. night, convincing to curb use of their
Carter asked Congress for automobiles..
stringent legislation intended . Americans currently. make
to curtail, gasoline con- 86 per cent of their trips
sumption. between cities by car. Only 11
Under ,his ̀ , plan, if . per cent 91 their trips are by
Americans don't cut back, gas air, and buses, trains and
prices would go up as much at ships account for less .than 3
57 cents a gallon - nearly percent.
doubk r- by 1985. Purchasers SOnle 53 per- eer4- -01 .-corn,
of 1978 cars that get te 'srthiin ,intiters in 'metropolitan areas
rialei-fiet gallon would iiav drive to work atone in -their
a federal excise tax of $449: cars; 21 per cent are
that tax would rise to $2,488 by passengers, and only about 8
19435. percent use buses, streetcars
Those who buy small cars or subways.
that get good Mileage- Would 'Carter's plan -could Change
be rewarded with cash rebates the figures.
up to $473. At the- very least, it would
The plan also has a boost the price of gasoline
provision for gas rationing, a seven cents over the next
step that would be taken in an three years because of higher
emergency such as the .1973 domestic crude oil prices. The
Arab oil embargo. first two cent increase would
come next January, adding
$14 to the average driver's
annual gas bill.
-The keystone of the message
was the 50 cent a gallon
standby tax that Would be
makeup and a second place levied over several years if
for front page makeup. the public fails to heed Car-'
At,in ding-to Tom Farthing - -ter's .plea for eoPr_gy con-
News
-
 adviser, this is the first - servatiop.
. It would-- be :imposed•year the paper has won
beginning Jan. 2. 1979, ifsweepstakes since it became a
member of KIPA. _ gasoline saving measures fail.
The contest entries were The initial tax would be five
judged by editors of cents a gallon, on top of thethe
Chicago Tribune. existing four-Cent-a-gallon
federal tax. That would add
$35 to the average driver's
annual gas bill.
Regular gas now costs about
60 cents a gallon.
- Each year the tax would
rise, fall or_s6y the same,
depending on how well con-
sumers did in meeting a gas
consumption target. But in no
year could it rise or fall more
than 5 cents a gallon, and the
cumulative amount of taxes
could not exceed 50 cents.
The five (tent maximurti
could be imposed in 1979. for
exaniple, if total 1978
consumption were one per
cent above the target set by
the government. The target
for 1978 is an average 7.35
million barrels a day, a little




Carter's plan calls for gradual
reductions from 1980 to 1987,







Missouri, and Illinois have
been invited to Murray State
University to interview
teacher-certified graduating
seniors on Teacher Career
Day Wednesday, April 27.
They will be available' from
10 a.m. to noon and from 1•30
to 4 p.m. in Beshear Gym-
nasium in the Student Center.
Students will be excused from
student teaching assignments
to visit with the superin-
tendents.
Planned by the Placement
Service at Murray State,
Teacher Career Day has been
designed to provide seniors
and school representatives an.
opportunity to, meet on an
informal, unstructured basis.
Students are advised to have,
short resumes available to
give -the school officials.
"We hope this first Teacher
Career Day is successful and
can be continued on a yearly
basis," said Martha Guier,
director of placement. "We
think it will provide -op-
portunities Lox .. 0:Ob.-school'
officials and our stritifitt that
would not otherwise be
available."
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
April 21.191'7 •
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
aireipts: Ad. 657 Est, 600 Barrows &
Gilts fully .25 higher Sows steady 1.50
lower most decline on wts. over 500
US 1-2 233-230 lbs. ..... 
$36.2546 50
US 13 100-24011s. $36 00.36.25
US 24 340-280 Re .635.5046.00











Measure; Will Cause Problems




now on the congressional
drawing board, but some
reclamation requirements





before the Interim Joint
Committee on Agriculture and




who was in WaShington for
hearings on the strip mine bill.
. The interim committee also
heard from Mines - and
Minerals Commissioner
Harreld N. Kirkpatrick, who
said the state may have to
offer higher salaries to ef-
fectively launch a new mine
safety analysis program.
Bell was sitting in at Sen.
Wendell Ford's request, on a
Senate committee hearing on
the strip mine legislation.




The senators amended the
bill to ease restrictions on
mountaintop removal, one
method of recovering coal. -
Witt said that, in sortie
cases, removal of an entire
mountaintop is "a better
method of removing coal than
contour mining."
It allows removal of all the
coal in a seam, he said, "and
the area disturbed is one-third
as' large with mountaintop
removal as with contour
mining. Therefore, .you have
less environmental damage."
WittAard-that'while he, Ben'
add Gov. Julian Carroll are
"very much in support of
federal strip mine
legislation," they still object
to a requirement that after
mining is completed, land
must be restored to its original
contour.
"In eastern Kentucky, the
mountains are 25 to 30 to 35
degree slopes," he said, and
the hills retain their steep
slopes only because they are
solid rock.
When the rock is broken up
as coal is mined, the leftover,
material cannot be used to
restore the original contour of
the mountain, he said.
"You cannot stack frac-
tured material back in any
configuration that resembles
a 35 degree slope-it-will-not
stay," he said,
Witt emphasized that he and
other state officials favor
most provisions, particularly
one to prohibit dumping waste
material down a mountain
below a strip mine site.
That, he said, "would solve,
I would say, 90 to 95 per cent of
the problems, including
Siltation and slides and off-site
pollution."
Kirkpatrick talked about the
progress of mine-safety
programs enacted in the
special session of the General
Assembly last fall.
He‘said his department is
developing a program of
safety training and required
state certification of all un-
derground miners, as one of
the mine safety bills requires.
The other ,provides money
for 25 Mine safety analysts to
be hired this fiscal year and 75
in the following fiscal yeaf.
Kirkpatrick .said 28 peuons
'have been. tested for the jobs,
eight have been hired, and
about a dozen are expected to
be emplaYea bY May 1.
He said some applicants lost
interest when they he5rd the
salary, however, and some
dropped the idea when given
raises by their companies.
„ "The salary schedules set
by the Personnel Department
may be too far out of line with
industry," said Sen. Kenneth
Gibson, D-Madisonville,
chairman of the interim
committee.
Analysts start at $1,274 a
month if they have five years
experience and $1,405 a month
with JO years or more. A man
who can earn $16,000 a year as
a safety analyst, :'with the
same qualifications can earn
$25,000 in industry," Gibson
said.• •
He said the committee will
try to get the salary increased.
HONEST MAN
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -
When Roger Oglesby, a city
service department employe
here, began digging for his lost
watch in a leaf dump, he found
the timepiece and also uncov-
ered a billfold containing-$1,700
in cash and a $20 gold certifi-
cate.
The wallet belonged to Ogles-
by's boss, foreman L.C. Daven-
port. Oglesby returned it and
received a $100 reward from
Davenport, who said "1 think a
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Now you can sear • fry • brown • grill • sauté
in the Browning Skillet made exclusively





Sear the juicy flavor into steak.
Brown chops. Fry eggs.
Grill sandwiches. Sauté onions
and mushrooms. Get the good taste
and appearance you like with
quick-cooking convenience.
1 1
Perfect for gourmet Cooking!
The Alliallteriva-47.-
• Cooks everything in about '4 the usual time
• Cooks on paper, glass, china, plastic or right in tne
Browning Skillet
• cool-the food gets hot-but the oven (and your kitchen)
stays cool
• Clean-spatters don't bake on to it-wipes off with a
damp cloth
• Uses ordinary household current
• Comes with a free cookbook
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